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ABSTRACT

Many students of the first levels of English look for how to improve their performance

in these courses. In order to improve their communicative skills in this foreign language

they need to make use of study techniques according to their possibilities in vocabulary.

However, nowadays, the number of students who use vocabulary learning techniques is

not considerable, causing frustration by lack of understanding in the classroom.

The objective of this study is to compare the effectiveness of using paper flashcard on

vocabulary acquisition in English with the effectiveness of using flashcards software

through the Academic Word List with students of second level of Linguistics and

Languages Department. With this purpose, the research question is this: Is there a

significant difference in receptive and productive knowledge of English vocabulary in

terms of effectiveness between using paper flashcard and using flashcards software?

The research question is answered through an experiment that involves the distributing

of four sets of flashcard with a pre-test and a post-test. These cards are divided into two

groups for evaluation, receptive and productive with content words (nouns, adjectives,

verbs and adverbs). Based on their score, both groups (2C and 2D) are contrasted to

determine which group performed better. These results denote that there is no substantial

difference in the use of one strategy over another, getting better results both.

Considering this, it is recommended that university students should look for alternatives

to increase their vocabulary and one of these is the use of flashcards. Indistinctly from

paper flashcard or flashcard software, each one will generate similar benefits. Additional

research could also be done to identify other factors such as considering when selecting

a certain type of word cards.
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RESUMEN

Muchos estudiantes de los primeros niveles de inglés buscan cómo mejorar su

rendimiento en estos cursos. Para mejorar sus habilidades comunicativas en esta lengua

extranjera necesitan hacer uso de técnicas de estudio de acuerdo a sus posibilidades en

vocabulario. Sin embargo, en la sociedad actual, el número de estudiantes que utilizan

técnicas de aprendizaje de vocabulario no es considerable, ocasionando frustración por

la incomprensión en el aula.

El objetivo de este estudio es comparar la efectividad del uso de fichas de aprendizaje en

papel para la adquisición de vocabulario en inglés con la efectividad del uso de las

tarjetas de aprendizaje en software a través de las listas AWL en estudiantes de segundo

nivel de la carrera de Lingüística e Idiomas. Con este propósito, la pregunta de

investigación es: ¿Existe una diferencia significativa en el conocimiento receptivo y

productivo del vocabulario inglés en términos de efectividad entre el uso de tarjetas de

aprendizaje en papel y el uso de tarjetas de aprendizaje en software?

La pregunta de la investigación es respondida a través de un experimento que implica la

distribución de cuatro juegos de tarjetas de aprendizaje con un pre-test y un post-test.

Estas tarjetas se dividen en dos grupos para su evaluación, receptivo y productivo con

palabras de contenido (nombres, adjetivos, verbos y adverbios). Basándose en su

puntuación obtenida, ambos grupos (2C y 2D) se contrastan para determinar qué grupo

se desempeñó mejor. Estos resultados indican que no hay diferencias sustanciales en el

uso de un formato sobre otro, obteniendo mejores resultados ambos.

Considerando esto, se sugiere que los estudiantes universitarios busquen alternativas

para incrementar su vocabulario y una de ellas es el uso de tarjetas de aprendizaje o

flashcards. Indistintamente de tarjetas de aprendizaje en papel o software, cada uno de

ellos generará beneficios similares. También se podrían hacer investigaciones

adicionales para identificar otros factores como ciertos tipos de  tarjetas de aprendizaje.
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INTRODUCTION

The vocabulary is the set of words that are part of a specific language. These words are

known by people according to a certain location. For this, a person's vocabulary is

defined as the collection of words that are understood and used by that person. It is

deduced, therefore, that a better understanding is given by the amount of words known.

That is why increasing vocabulary is an important part of language learning.

Having a solid knowledge of vocabulary is the first step of learning a foreign language

(Timo-Pekka, 2013). A leading linguist and researcher, Paul Nation (1994, cited in

Duppenthaler, n. d.), points out that vocabulary is not an end in itself, but a rich

vocabulary makes linguistic skills easier to achieve. In order to know a word completely,

people must pass from receptive vocabulary knowledge to productive vocabulary

knowledge (Bogaards, 2004, p. 86).

Talking about this context (La Paz city), there is some research evidence at the

Universidad Mayor de San Andres that presents the use of word cards could be a tool for

learning English vocabulary. For example, the final papers presented by Cordova (2008)

and Cabrera (2015) that recommend the use of flashcards, but they do not present a

digital form of them (flashcard software). Likewise, there is not a study that presents

effectiveness of this study technique.

The purpose of this paper is to identify relevance of using flashcards to improve the

receptive and productive knowledge of English vocabulary.  For this purpose a list of

academic words which occurre in a wide range of academic texts, were used. That list

was selected carefully by Averil Coxhead from Victoria University (Coxhead, 2000).

The word cards were classified into two groups, receptive and productive to be tested.

These cards were disposed by content words (nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs) in

order to have a synthesized list.
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The fundamental content of the research focuses on the application of flashcards for

learning vocabulary, contrasting the effectiveness of paper flashcard and flashcard

software in productive and receptive knowledge. In other words, the dependent variables

whose are receptive and productive knowledge are manipulated through the study

technique. This process makes it possible to identify the effectiveness of the material in

digital (software) or physical (paper) form.

The research has a quantitative method in its essence. It focuses on two significant

samples of students of second English level, in Linguistics and Languages Department at

the Faculty of Humanities and Education Sciences. The research design is quasi-

experimental because the groups were not chosen randomly and they are intact groups

where one group uses paper flashcard and the other flashcard software.
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CHAPTER I: PRELIMINARY FRAMEWORK

1.1. Statement of the problem

The regular education of Bolivia contemplates, in its last years, the teaching of the

English language. A literary review of books of these courses show that most of them

focus on vocabulary. An example of this type of material is the collection of six books

titled I'm Ready from the Don Bosco (2019) in La Paz City. In these books there are

topics with classified vocabularies for students like the classroom, the house, the human

body, etc. These types of materials are widely used in many schools in our country to

teach English as a foreign language.

However, there are problems in English vocabulary that are later perceived at university.

Difficulties are detected when students who are enrolled in English university subjects

have issues in the development of receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge.

Having a receptive knowledge of vocabulary involves knowing and understanding the

meaning of a word in reading or listening, while having a productive knowledge of

vacabulary involves knowing and producing a word in speaking or writing (Mohamad,

2016, p. 264).

In order to have the knowledge of a word, Hatch & Brown (1995, cited in Ringbom,

2007, p. 14) mention that the student must go through a series of stages to get a word:

encountering a new word, getting the word form, getting the word meaning,

consolidating word form as well as word meaning in memory, and using a word. It is

therefore assumed that getting a receptive and then productive skill in vocabulary will

begin with the knowledge of the word.

The lack of knowledge of English vocabulary causes frustration in students when they

do not adapt to basic requirements at the university. This does not allow to improve

communication skills in English, and only lets one adapt to the class as a kind of routine.

Therefore, vocabulary becomes an obstacle for the student, who does not know how to

overcome it.
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One of the techniques used for several years to learn vocabulary of a foreign language is

word cards or flashcards. Some experts mentioned that learning with flashcards can be a

fun and interactive educational experience for both children and adults (Markwin, 2018;

Bellani, 2011). In addition, this study technique does not need to be part of a study plan.

Therefore, the English student can make use of them in any place and time.

Nowadays, the advance in software design permits the existence of flashcard versions

for computers and smartphones. Therefore, although flashcards are consolidated learning

resources, the question of knowing if a digital version has better results cannot be

ignored. In order to identify the strengths of these resources, in both receptive and

productive vocabulary knowledge, this strategy has to be analyzed.

1.2. Research question

Is there a significant difference in receptive and productive knowledge of English

vocabulary in terms of effectiveness between using paper flashcard and using flashcards

software with students of second level of Linguistics Department?

1.3. Hypothesis

Once that the problem was identified, this work requires a hypothesis. This is a

supposition or explanation that is accepted in order to interpret the events. Furthermore,

this hypothesis guided the work through the whole process. For those reasons, null

hypothesis (H0) and alternate hypothesis (H1) are:

H1:  The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is

different from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary

acquisition in English in terms of receptive and productive knowledge with

students of second level of Linguistics Department.
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H0: The effect of using Paper Flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is

the same as using flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition in

English in terms of receptive and productive knowledge with students of  second

level of Linguistics Department.

The null hypothesis is a hypothesis that this work tries to refute, reject or annul.

According to inferential statistics, if the null hypothesis is rejected, the alternate

hypothesis is accepted. In order to do this, a series of steps are carried out with this

hypothesis, as described in chapter four (4.5. Hypothesis Testing).

1.4. Research objectives

1.4.1. General objective

- To compare the effectiveness of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition

in English with the effectiveness of using flashcards software on vocabulary

acquisition in English through the Academic Word List (AWL) on students of

second level of Linguistics and Languages Department, in order to obtain

conclusions about their benefit  in receptive and productive knowledge.

1.4.2. Specific objectives

- To evaluate the profile of the English students who are in the second level in

Linguistics and Languages Department regarding to her/his knowledge of

English vocabulary through pre-test and post-test, using both paper flashcards

and flashcard software.

- To establish through hypothesis testing that study technique known as flashcard

in physical (paper) and digital (software) form causes different benefits in

students who are learning English vocabulary.
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- To describe the advantages and limitations of the use of learning cards, digital

and physical, for the acquisition of English vocabulary on students of second

level of Linguistics and Languages Department

1.5. Justification

The English courses at the Universidad Mayor de San Andres (UMSA) demands

students to have a considerable basic vocabulary from the foreign language. The

Linguistics and Languages Department at UMSA has four levels of English where new

students must start from level one to four. Students should not have problems in the

initial levels, but the reality is very different. Problems are perceived when there is no

understanding in the activities of the course and that brings a kind of frustration on

students as they are starting their academic formation.

The poor knowledge of English vocabulary is the result of inadequate instruction in

regular education courses that include this teaching in their curricula (Alandia, 2014).

The regular education, specifically secondary level, contemplates six years of learning

this foreign language (Ministerio de Educación, 2012). In this period, the student should

already have a set of English vocabulary and a basic knowledge of English grammar.

However, the results of this training are shown in English courses at university level,

where there are no basic communication skills in another language.

In response to these problems, this study aims to examine study technique known as

flashcards in receptive and productive vocabulary, identifying the substantial benefits in

its use. In order to do this, the physical (paper) and logical (software) form of these word

cards are contrasted. The comparative study between paper flashcard and flashcard

software in this context is relatively new, e.g. Cordova (2008) and Cabrera (2015), in

their thesis dissertations, present flashcards as learning tools, but they do not use digital

ones. In this way, this research arises from the question about knowing the benefits of

them through their effectiveness in the knowledge.
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Talking about the minimum conditions to implement a vocabulary study tool in

software, many students have smart phones in the university population. This is

evidenced in the different studies carried out by Centro Psicopedagogico y de

Investigacion en Educacion Superior (CEPIES) and Universidad Mayor de San Andres

(UMSA). For example, the works presented by Mendoza (2018), Moreno (2016) y Sea

(2015) show, in their studies, the great influence that social networks have on university

students. They also reveal how students are immersed in a virtual society through smart

phones.

The research is convenient because it tries to overcome the deficiency in vocabulary that

students have, using a resource that is within the reach of their student’s social,

economic and cultural possibilities. It is also achievable because according to report of

the National Institute of Statistics in Bolivia, there are 10.000.106 (INE, 2017) thousand

mobile phones in operation. If the population is 11.216.000 (INE, 2018), that means that

only a small percentage do not have a cell phone (10,8 %). These aspects, the

convenience and the viability, permitted to begin to search information in order to

develop the instrument of data collection.

1.6. Scope and limits of research

1.6.1. Scope of research

The present investigation has the characteristics of being a comparative study, in

essence. That is to examine the effect of independent variables (using of Flashcard

Software and using of Paper Flashcard) to discover similarities or differences in the

dependent variable (Acquisition of English vocabulary). The starting point of this is an

identification of the research problem with the definition of hypotheses and objectives.

The purpose is to have a clear immersion in the field of research.
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Depending on the nature of the data analyzed, this research is considered within the

quantitative type. This is mainly because the data analyzed are the scores obtained by

two groups of English students by two tests, Pre-Test and Post-Test. The treatment of

data is done through the principles of inferential and descriptive statistics. This process

will generate conclusions based on the data and verified with mathematical formulas.

Considering the specific time in which the data is captured and analyzed, this study

fulfills the characteristics of being a cross-sectional or transversal study. This type of

study analyzes data from a sample, or a representative subset, at a specific point in time,

cross-sectional data. These specifications are accomplished in the present work with two

groups of the same levels and with similar characteristics, varying in the study strategy

where one group uses traditional form and other uses software.

1.6.2. Limits of research

The delimitation of the current project is expressed in terms of space, time, universe and

content. These are detailed below:

- The spatial delimitation points to the geographical and/or spatial area where it is

developed. The geographic location selected for this study is La Paz and at the

Universidad Mayor de San Andres. Once the corresponding authorizations were

accepted, in Linguistics and Languages Department, two courses of the second

level of English were disposed.

- The temporal delimitation of the present investigation hands over the period or

lapse selected to carry out the investigation. For this, it was planned to spend four

weeks of study with two exams in each group, pre-test and post-test.

- The delimitation of the universe delivers the population in which the techniques

were applied to collect information. This work has as a field of study with four

courses of the second level of English based on identifying the problem as well

as the availability. They were 2C and 2D groups of English area at Linguistics

and Languages Department.
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- The delimitation of content of this work points to specific aspect of the topic to

be investigated. This study deals with the effectiveness of the use of flashcards

and contrasts two strategies: word cards in software and the traditional form on

paper. This contrast is made in terms of receptive and productive acquisition of

English vocabulary.
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. English language in Bolivia

According to the Political Constitution of the State of Bolivia (Article 5), Spanish and all

languages of native indigenous groups and nations, 36 in total, are the official languages

of the State. Consequently, each of these languages represents cultures that live in

Bolivia. In similar way, this is one of the reasons why Bolivia is considered a rich

country in culture. For instance, the distribution of nations, according to department, is

as follows: in the department of Beni there are 17 nations, 8 in La Paz, 4 in Pando, 5 in

Santa Cruz, 3 in Tarija, 3 in Cochabamba, 3 in Oruro, 2 in Potosi and 2 in Chuquisaca

(Opinión, 2013).

In the same way that linguistic diversity exists, foreign language learning is also

promoted. Such as, Bolivia's current president,  Evo Morales, in a speech to a

community of students recommends learning English, French and Chinese to access

international scholarships, (El Día, 2014). That is why the new education law, Avelino

Siñani-Elizardo Pérez, establishes that English language will be compulsory from the

first years in public and private schools (La Razon, 2010).

In short, the importance of learning a foreign language is evident, such as the teaching of

English language in different universities. This is it, because English as a foreign

language is a prerequisite in almost any academic, business or professional environment

and millions of people use it every day even if it is not their native language. Today,

many universities include English as a common language of instruction in their curricula

(Chambilla, 2015). This instruction is given from basic to intermediate level, reaching

only advanced level those careers that are immersed in study of languages, such as

Linguistics and Languages Department ecerap euq ol se adaN.
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2.2. Vocabulary for students

Vocabulary is generally the total number of words that exist in a particular language.

More specifically, it functions as the foundation stone without which any language is

impossible to exist in this world. Vocabulary is acquired incidentally through indirect

exposure to word and intentionally through explicit instruction in specific word and

word-learning strategies. (Linda & Linda, 2006).

In addition, vocabulary is one of the important elements in teaching English. This

statement is supported by Hatch (1995), she says, “Vocabulary is the foundation to build

languages, which plays a fundamental role in communication”. It describes that by

mastering vocabulary, people can express their ideas and understand the other basic

competence well.

Students of elementary school study basic English. They study about simple words or

things in their surroundings, it is aimed that students are able to understand simple

English used in daily context. However, it is difficult to master the other competences

without understanding the vocabulary, because vocabulary is the basic competence that

must be reached by students in order to get other competencies like reading, writing,

listening, and speaking.

 Learning a foreign language, especially English as a language of international

communication throughout the world, has now become essential to grasp the opportunity

to reach information. Learning English vocabulary at an early age is the fundamental

step to learn English. It stands to reason, as stated by Edward (1997) in his book that

vocabulary is one of the important factors in all language teaching and learners must

continually be learning words as they learn structure and as they practice sound system.

Hence, English vocabulary is now introduced to learners from an early education.
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Teaching vocabulary for beginning students is not as easy as what is seemed. There is a

difficult choice on what and how much vocabulary to teach. Furthermore, every English

teacher must consider what vocabulary items to teach gradually. They must consider the

vocabulary to be taught first and left for later on. They must organize which vocabulary

items to be taught from the most simple to the most complicated one.

Every English teacher must be able to be selective. It stands to the reason that the

teacher’s choice is influenced into some extent by the course book and supplementary

materials they use. However even here, “teacher decides on emphasis given to individual

items.” (Gairns and Redman 1992 p.54). Teachers are the ones who know and

understand their students’ English competence.

2.3.1. Basic aspects of vocabulary

The matter of teaching vocabulary is not only about what vocabulary to teach or the

types of vocabulary to teach preferentially, teacher should also take into consideration

mainly usefulness of the words. Every English teacher should consider the vocabulary

which is useful for the students. There are several aspects to be considered by every

English teacher in vocabulary selection.

First of all, considering learner’s needs are essential to do. Teacher must be able to

predict what words the students need, especially the words the students need to know of

talking about daily life. In additional, teacher may also add vocabulary items to be used

for talking about people and things surrounding them. “When such words are learnt, the

new language can immediately be put to use”. (Allen, 1983, p.108).

The second criteria of the teacher’s choice is the term of frequency, especially the

frequency in which the particular item is used in common language. This criteria can be

the consideration for every English teacher to set vocabulary items to be taught first in

classroom. In general, “The words whis are most commonly used are the ones we should

teach first.” (Hammer, 1991, p. 82)
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Another aspect to consider is the term of coverage of the word. Harmer (1991) argued,

the words covering omre things are likely to be taught before words with only one

specific meaning. E.g. the word ‘room’ must be taught first before words ‘living room,

bathroom or bedroom’. ‘Learnability’ is another factor to be considered by English

teacher on selecting words to be taught first. It stands to reason that there are a lot of

easy and difficult words in every language, especially English. As the examples are the

complicated spelling and pronunciation of certain word. Another reason is that some

words’ meanings might be difficult to be remembered by students.

2.3.2. Types of vocabulary

According to Tahir (2013), there are two kinds of vocabulary:  active vocabulary and

passive vocabulary. The active vocabulary of a person consists of those words that he or

she use correctly in his or her own speech and writing. He or she fully understands the

meaning of those words. It is also called working or functional vocabulary. On the other

hand passive vocabulary of a person consists of those words which he recognizes when

he encounters them in print or in the speech of others. He can make out the meanings of

those words. It is also called recognition vocabulary. Passive vocabulary is always larger

than the active vocabulary.

According to Allen and Corder, (1975), there are two types of vocabulary: general

vocabulary and technical vocabulary. The first one, is used in all subjects and the second

one that consists of words that have special meaning in particular areas such as

mathematics, social studies, and science. Therefore, it would be referring to a specialized

type of vocabulary.
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2.3.3. Teaching English vocabulary as a foreign language

English as a Foreign Language, or EFL, refers to learning and using English as an

additional language in a non-English speaking country, (Wilkinson, 2011). The English

language in Bolivia has this position, because the most spoken language is Spanish. In

this sense, many of the educational programs, both school and university, consider the

reality of teaching a language out of context.

Teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL) refers to teaching the English language

to students with different first languages. Besides, TEFL can occur either within the state

school system, at a language school or with a tutor. Similarly, TEFL can also take place

in an English speaking country for people who have immigrated there (either

temporarily for school or work, or permanently).

TEFL teachers may be native or non-native speakers of English. Besides, teaching is

focused on using material with audio and video from foreign publishers. These materials

are composed of recordings with specific content according to the level of the student.

He or she, at first, is limited to use only the English material, but then has the possibility

of looking for more material according to his/her need.

Similarly, the teacher can create his own material for the EFL students.  According to

Lynch (2010), teachers do not really need to be a genius to produce highly successful,

dynamic lessons using authentic materials or adaptation. He suggests that materials

should be adapted according to certain criteria:

- Too difficult, if learners are beginner level, teachers may have to simplify

vocabulary or context elements to render passages and listening comprehension

segments useable.

- Too long or short, lessons and study sessions are most often time-controlled. If

teachers need an activity or segment for a short classroom practice activity, a

longer authentic language piece might need to be excerpted or shortened to make
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it fit into their lesson’s context. A shorter piece may need additions in the way of

activities or discussions to flesh out its usefulness in the classroom setting.

- Use of grammar or language, extensive use of grammar or structures not known

to the learners may be featured in the authentic language passage. Adjustments,

then, would likely be necessary in the way of glossaries, key word definitions or

explanations of language aspects before the use of the passage.

- Explore relevancy, using language in a relevant context to promote meaningful

input and output from the learners is a key aspect of foreign language learning. If

material has no obvious relevancy for the learners, it will be that much more

difficult for them to approach its acquisition.

- Adapt to student learning styles, student learning styles may be an important

factor in the success of teaching and may not necessarily reflect those that

teachers recommend.

Apart from these specific strategies, two general approaches for teaching Vocabulary

can be mentioned here. The first is incidental learning, where it is hoped that learners

will pick up new vocabulary through exposure and without conscious explanation by the

teacher. The second approach recognizes that some vocabulary needs explicit

instruction.

Vocabulary can be taught in various ways. Students have a lot of opportunities to

explore and grasp new vocabulary during English lessons: by the teacher, texts, course

books, or other materials they work with. Vocabulary can also be learnt through the

communication happens in the class. It can be from teacher to students or vice versa and

students to students. A lot of this vocabulary is automatically absorbed. (Harmer 1993:

159). It is suggested that English teacher must carefully set induction or pre-teaching

activities first. It can be done by presenting pre-selected vocabualry related to the topic

to be taught first in the beginning. Pre-teaching activities will arise students’ attention

and desire to explore certain topic in greater detail. In additional, English teacher must

be able to determine interesting topic to teach English vocabulary.
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Both McCarthy (1992) and Thornbury (2004) demonstrate two general possibilities or

preparing and arranging vocabulary presentation. The teacher provides the learners with

the meaning of words and the progresses to introduction of their forms or vice versa.

Teacher can also prepare illustration to make it clearer and easier to be learnt by the

students.

Illustrating many words can be done in various ways. The more creative the teacher

teaches vocabulary, the easier the vocabulary can be learnt. Vocabulary can be taught

“using real objects (called realia) or pictures or mime”(Thornburry, 2004, p.78). There

are many things around the class that might be useful and effective to be used as

teaching media.

As Harmer (1991) suggests, sense relations, definition and direct translation of words

might function as yet another helpful tool for clarifying the meaning. Again, explaining

certain vocabulary with the meaning directly to the students is effective to clarify the

meaning and not to teach vocabulary. However, some English teachers do not know

about this. Most of English teachers teach vocabulary using words-meanings lists and

asking the students remembering those lists.

2.4. Vocabulary learning strategies

Word knowledge is an essential component of communicative competence (Seal, 1991),

and it is important for both receptive and productive in a foreign language. According to

Richard (1976, p.77), knowing a word involves getting:

- a great deal about its general frequency of use, syntactic and situational

limitations on its use,

- its underlying form and the forms that can be derived from it,

- the network of its semantic features and,

- the various meanings associated with the item.
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Knowing a word is also defined as knowing its spelling, pronunciation, collocations (i.e.

words it co-occurs with), and appropriateness (Nation, 1990). Therefore, lexical

competence is far more than the ability to define a given number of words and covers a

wide range of knowledge which in turn requires a variety of strategies to gain the

knowledge. Foreign language learners may then use various strategies to acquire the

target language word knowledge. Taking this into consideration, second and foreign

language researchers have made various attempts to classify vocabulary learning

strategies employed by foreign and second language learners (F&SLL). Instances of

such classifications are the taxonomies proposed by Gu and Johnson (1996, p.76),

Schmitt (1997) and Nation (2001) which are briefly discussed below.

Gu and Johnson (1996) list second language (L2) vocabulary  learning  strategies  as

metacognitive, cognitive, memory and activation strategies. Metacognitive strategies

consist of selective attention and self-initiation strategies.  F&SLLs who employ

selective attention strategies know which words are important for them to learn and are

essential for adequate comprehension of a passage. Learners employing self-initiation

strategies use a variety of means to make the meaning of vocabulary items clear.

Metacognative Cognative Memory Activation

- Selective attention,

identifying essential words

for comprehension.

- Self-initiation, using a

variety of means to make

the meaning of words clear.

- Guessing, activating

background knowledge,

using linguistic terms.

- Use of diccionaries.

 Note-taking.

- Rehearsal, word

list, repetition, etc.

- Encoding,

association

(imagery, visual,

auditory, etc.)

- Using new

words in

different

contexts.

Gu and Johnson (1996)

Cognitive strategies in Gu and Johnson’s taxonomy entail guessing strategies, skillful

use of dictionaries and note-taking strategies. Learners using guessing strategies draw

upon their background knowledge and use linguistic clues  like  grammatical  structures

of a sentence to guess the meaning of a word.
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Memory strategies are classified into rehearsal  and  encoding  categories.  Word  lists

and repetition are instances of rehearsal strategies. Encoding strategies encompass such

strategies as association, imagery, visual, auditory, semantic, and contextual encoding as

well as word-structure  (i.e.,  analyzing  a  word  in  terms  of  prefixes,  stems,  and

suffixes).

Activation strategies  include  those  strategies  through  which  the  learners  actually

use  new  words  in different  contexts.  For  instance,  learners  may  set  sentences

using  the  words  they  have  just learned.

A comprehensive inventory of vocabulary learning strategies is developed by Schmitt

(1997, pp.199-228). He distinguishes the strategies into two groups: The ones to

determine the meaning of new words when encountered for the first time, and the ones

to consolidate meaning when encountered again. The former contains determination and

social strategies and the latter contains cognitive, metacognitive, memory and social

strategies. Schmitt includes social strategies in both categories since they can be used for

both purposes. To Schmitt, determination strategies are used when “learners are faced

with discovering a new word’s meaning without recourse to another person’s

experience” (p. 205). Hence, learners try to discover the meaning of a new word by

guessing it with the help of context, structural knowledge of language, and reference

materials. For Schmitt, the second way to discover a new meaning is through employing

the social strategies of asking someone for help with the unknown words. Beside the

initial discovery of a word, learners need to employ a variety of strategies to practise and

retain vocabulary. Learners thus, use a variety of social, memory, cognitive and

metacognitive strategies to consolidate their vocabulary knowledge.

Cooperative group learning through which learners study and practice the meaning of

new words in a group is an instance of social strategies for consolidating a word

Memory strategies, traditionally known as Mnemonics, involve relating the word with

some previously learned knowledge by using some form of imagery or grouping.

Cognitive strategies in this taxonomy are similar to memory strategies but are not
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focused on manipulative mental processing. They include repetition and using

mechanical means such as word lists, flash cards, and vocabulary notebooks to study

words. Finally, metacognitive strategies in Schmitt’s taxonomy are defined as strategies

used by learners to control and evaluate their own learning, by having an overview of the

learning process in general. Testing oneself is an instance of metacognitive strategies

which provides “input to the effectiveness of one’s choice of learning strategies,

providing positive reinforcement if progress is being made or a signal to switch

strategies if it is not” (Schmitt, p.216).

In a more recent attempt, Nation (2001) proposes taxonomy of various vocabulary

learning strategies. The strategies in the taxonomy are divided into three general classes

of ‘planning’, ‘source’ and ‘processes’, each of which is divided into a subset of key

strategies. The taxonomy separates different aspects of vocabulary knowledge (i.e., what

is involved in knowing a word). The first category (i.e., planning) involves deciding on

where, how and how often to focus attention on the vocabulary item.

 The strategies in this category are choosing words, choosing aspects of word knowledge

and choosing strategies as well as planning repetition. The second category in Nation’s

taxonomy involves getting information about the word. This information may include all

the aspects involved in knowing a word. It can come from the word form itself, from the

context, from a reference source like dictionaries or glossaries and from analogies and

connections with other languages. Process is the last category in Nation’s (2001)

taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategies. It includes establishing word knowledge

through noticing, retrieving and generating strategies.

To Nation, noticing involves seeing the word item to be learned. Strategies at this level

include putting the word in a vocabulary notebook or list; putting the word onto a word

card and orally and visually repeating the word. He argues that although these strategies

are all of recording type, they are useful steps resulting in deeper processing of words.

Retrieval involves recalling the items met before. It contains recalling knowledge in the

same way it was originally stored.
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Generating strategies include “attaching new aspects of knowledge to what is known

through instantiation (i.e., visualizing examples of words), word analysis, semantic

mapping and using scales and grids (Nation, 2001, p. 222). Generating strategies include

rule-driven generation, as well; such as, creating context, collocations and sentences

containing the new word. Besides, the mnemonic strategies and using the word in

different context through four skills are also defined as generating strategies.

In general, although the taxonomies cited above may slightly differ in terms of strategies

they categorize, they all provide a list of widely applicable vocabulary learning

strategies. There are many words on which teachers may not be able to spend time

within the class time limits. Thus, if students are equipped with a number of the

strategies mentioned in the taxonomies, they can deal with these words on their own and

as a result have access to a large number of target language words.

2.5. The relevance of vocabulary learning

A language has power for many more things than its number of speakers. The

importance of a language is calculated using the Power Language Index (PLI), an

indexer that looks at five different variables to evaluate the power of a language:

geography, economy, communication, knowledge and diplomacy (Chan, 2016). So

which languages are the most powerful? English is by far the most powerful language.

Once these important facts are known, it is clear that there is a greater interest in

learning, but where to start? The answer is probably in the English students themselves

because it is evident that a student of a second language, which in this case is English,

carries dictionaries instead of grammar books.

Vocabulary is a major part of any language, and therefore one of the most important

factors of the language. English is a worldwide language, which is used in all

international fields, be it economic, social, political, scientific, etc. The English

vocabulary, only improves and increases with its use, this means that only by practicing

the required result is achieved, and this is one of the infallible methods that we all
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possess. Here are some of the methods that work best for learning vocabulary in London

Academy (2016):

- Creating word associations, i.e. associating new English words with others in

your language or with mental images, etc.

- Establish interactive learning, that is, a learning model that allows us to stay in

contact with it for as long as possible. Not all learning has to be boring or

monotonous, there are many ways to learn, for example, watching series,

listening to music, playing games in English, putting notes around your room,

etc.

- Practicing is fundamental. Without practice there will be no success, so they put

aside shame and convention and look for environments where students can

practice their English.

2.5.1. Steps in vocabulary learning process

At first sight, vocabulary acquisition may seem easy because we may or may not kwon a

word. However, as with many other aspects of language learning, this is actually a rather

complex process. Hatch & Brown (1995, cited in Ringbom, 2007, p. 14) mention five

essential steps in vocabulary learning: a) encountering a new word, b) getting the word

form, c) getting the word meaning, d) consolidating word form and word meaning in

memory, and e) using a word. However, Timo-Pekka (2013, April 10) presents these

concepts graphically and he facilitates the understanding of them. Those steps are

represented as follows.
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Figure 2.1: Process of learning a word

Source: Timo-Pekka (2013)

The figure above shows the steps from RV to PV learning process. These abilities are

also known as active and passive. The active ones are related to production and the

passive ones to reception. According to Timo-Pekka (2013, April 10), the language

learner must successfully complete each of those steps to move from not knowing the

word to being able to use it correctly. Therefore, it is important to remember that, in

order to make this process as efficient as possible, the learner must follow a language

course and choose learning strategies that are pedagogically designed to meet specific

needs.

2.5.2. Receptive and productive learning of English vocabulary

According to Nation (1990, cited in Ma 2009, p. 39), receptive vocabulary is the

vocabulary that one can recognize when it is encountered either in reading or listening

while productive vocabulary is the vocabulary that one is able to use correctly in

speaking or writing. In the same way, there is considerable evidence in support of this

assumption, e.g. Mondria & Wiersma (2004, p. 86-87) present concepts in order to be

clarified. These concepts are presented in Table 2.1.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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Table 2.1: RV & PV concepts

Receptive Vocabulary
learning

Learning of an L2 word. Prototypically: Learning a
word from L1 to L2

Productive vocabulary
learning

Learning to express a concept by means of an L2
word. Prototypically: learning a word from L1 to
L2.

Receptive vocabulary
knowledge

Knowledge of the meaning of an L2 word.
Prototypically: being able to translate a word from
L2 to L1.

Productive vocabulary
knowledge

Being able to express a concept by means of an L2
word. Prototypically: being able to translate a word
from L1 to L2.

Receptive vocabulary testing
Testing a person’s knowledge of the meaning of an
L2 word. Prototypically: requiring a person to
translate a word from L2 to L1.

Productive vocabulary
testing

Testing a person’s ability to express a concept by
means of an L2 word. Prototypically: requiring a
person to translate a word from L1 to L2.

Source: Mondria & Wiersma (2004)

Prototypical is used to indicate that something is a very typical example of a type of

thing, in this case the definition. Also, the definitions presented in the previous table

allow not only to specify the meaning but also to have a clear idea of its application. For

this reason, it is important to consider a mechanism to evaluate these skills, which are

contrasted in word cards.

2.5.3. Paper flashcards and flashcard software

Paul Nation (cited in Barker, 2010, p. 4-5) considers the use of flashcards a deliberate

way to learn vocabulary. Nation also describes a flashcard as a small word card that has

the word to be learned on one side and its first language translation on the other. When

using word cards, the learner should try to recall the meaning on the other side before

turning the card over look. The continuous use of this tool allowed its adaptation to
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different contexts, so that it was applied to other areas of learning. Such is the case that

today there are varieties of flashcards to teach doctors specific vocabulary.

Table 2.2: List of flashcard software

Name License Number
of sides

Supports
image

Supports
audio Other formats Printable

Anki AGPLv3 Multiple Yes Yes Video, LaTeX, HTML Plugin

Brainscape Proprietary 2 Yes Yes HTML & Markdown Yes

Cerego Proprietary Multiple Yes Yes Interactive Regions ?

Cobocards Proprietary Multiple Yes No LaTeX Yes

Course

Hero
Proprietary 2 Yes ? ? Yes

Cram Shareware ? ? ? ? ?

Cram.com Proprietary 3 Yes Yes ? Yes

Duolingo
Tinycards Proprietary 2 Yes Yes ? No

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_flashcard_software

Currently, these word cards are known as paper flashcard for the appearance of digital

versions of it in computer programs, flashcard software. Flashcard software has

essentially the same basic features like paper flashcard, but it can be expanded in terms

of its requirement. In this sense, both paper word cards and digital word cards are

considered as a vocabulary study technique. Consequently, the current research work

contrasts these study tools to know if any have better results for learning vocabulary in

students.
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As well as digital word cards are present in computers, they are also available in

smartphones. The Table 2.2 shows a list of the first ten flashcards software that

currently exists. These are specified with their respective characteristics. As it can be

appreciated, the first place is occupied by an Open Source, Anki. These types of

applications are growing because they have the main advantage of not having to pay a

license for their use.

2.5.4. Anki: Powerful, intelligent flash cards.

The most known and used tool for purposes of study and memorization of words is

Anki. According to official Web page of Anki1, this tool is a program which makes

remembering things easy. But what is this program really about? Anki in Japanese

means memorization. This program through its different platforms (web, desktop,

mobile application) allows to study flashcards with an intuitive interface.

Its basic operation is a series of cards that shows Anki one by one as a question to be

answered and verified. The user needs to decide if he or she answered correctly. This

result is saved in the software to be included in missed or learned words. In this way, the

student has the chance to re-study those words that did not answer correctly. For this

reason, the similarity to a paper word card is noticeable, and this is why it is considered

for this study.

In addition, there are two simple concepts behind Anki: active recall testing and spaced

repetition. Active recall testing means being asked a question and trying to remember the

answer. The spacing effect was reported by a German psychologist in 1885. He observed

that we tend to remember things more effectively if we spread reviews out over time,

instead of studying multiple times in one session. These concepts are incorporated in the

program, but the user decides whether to use or not, according to the requirements,

because there is also the possibility of using custom configurations.

1 https://apps.ankiweb.net/docs/manual.html
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Vermeer (2013), one of the few authors to develop a book on Anki, states that the most

important concepts are questions, answers and scheduling:

- Questions & Answers. Anki presents you with a question—be it a fill-in-the-

blank, a definition, or a standard question-marked sentence—and your job is to

recall the correct answer.

- Scheduling. Based on how difficult or easy it was to recall the answer to the

question, Anki determines the best amount of time to wait before asking you the

same question again, thereby strengthening the memory at just the right moment.

(P.7).

It is so, Anki's bases are cards and decks. A card is a question and answer is called a

card. This is based on a paper flashcard with a question on one side and the answer on

the back. In Anki a card doesn’t actually look like a physical card, and when you show

the answer the question remains visible by default. For example, if you’re studying basic

chemistry, you might see a question like:

Q: Chemical symbol for oxygen?

After thinking about it, and deciding the answer is O, you click the show answer button,

and Anki shows you:

Q: Chemical symbol for oxygen?

A: O

After confirming that you are correct, you can tell Anki how well you remembered, and

Anki will choose a next time to show you again. A deck is a group of cards. We can

place cards in different decks to study parts of our card collection instead of studying

everything at once.
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Each deck can have different settings, such as how many new cards to show each day, or

how long to wait until cards are shown again. Decks can contain other decks, which

allows you to organize decks into a tree. Anki uses “::” to show different levels. A deck

called “Chinese::Hanzi” refers to a “Hanzi” deck, which is part of a “Chinese” deck. If

we select “Hanzi” then only the Hanzi cards will be shown; if we select “Chinese” then

all Chinese cards, including Hanzi cards, will be shown.

Figure 2.2: a) Icon and b) first window of Anki

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

Anki starts with a deck called “default” (Figure 2.2); any cards which have somehow

become separated from other decks will go here. Anki will hide the default deck if it

contains no cards and you have added other decks. Alternatively, you may rename this

deck and use it for other cards. Decks are best used to hold broad categories of cards,

rather than specific topics such as “food verbs” or “lesson 1”.

a)

b)
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2.7. Assessment of receptive and productive vocabulary

Table 2.3: Test formats according to three factors

Receptive

Recognition
Imprecise Sensitive multiple choice

Precise Non-sensitive multiple choice

Recall
Imprecise Recalling a multiple choice

Precise Meaning recall

Productive

Recognition
Imprecise Sensitive multiple choice

Precise Non-sensitive multiple choice

Recall
Imprecise Cued recall

Precise Form recall

Source: Nation (2001)

Taking into account that RV refers language input and PV refers language output, there

is a question of knowing how these parameters will be evaluated. According to Nation

(2001, p. 578), there are different factors to measure how strongly learners know a word

like reception/production, recognition/recall and imprecise/precise. Therefore, they are

presented in detail below.

When we refer to receptive knowledge, we mean knowledge that is used in listening and

reading, and involves going from the form of a word to its meaning. When we refer to

productive knowledge, we mean knowledge that used in speaking and writing, and

involves going from the meaning to the word form. A recognition vocabulary item

format involves the use of choices while a recall item requires the test administrator to

provide the required form or meaning. The imprecise\precise distinction relates to the

degree of accuracy required in the answer.
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According to Nation (2001, p. 118), the use of retrieval is a very significant part of the

strategy of using flashcards. It is the main justification for using cards instead of lists or

words. Students need to know the importance of retrieval and how to make it a part of

the whole range of their learning activities. Other authors also consider the importance

of these aspects and specify them in four ways: receptive recognition, productive

recognition, receptive recall and productive recall (Laufer and Congdon, 2004;

Nakata, 2011). A research article published by McLean, Hogg & Rush (2013) presents a

definition of these four forms as follows:

Receptive recognition describes the process of selecting from a list the L2

meanings of the target L1 word while productive recognition is the process of

selecting the target L2 form from a list when given the L1 meaning. Receptive

recall is the retrieval of the target L1 meaning of the L2 form without a list.

Finally, and most difficult is productive recall where the target L2 form is

retrieved from the L1 meaning without a list. (p. 83).

Up to this point, it is already possible to identify the aspects that can be evaluated in

relation to receptive and productive knowledge. Thus, taking into account these aspects,

the Figure 2.3 is presented with them to detail the structures of the questions and

evaluations. In this sense, the figure presents the four dimensions to consider:

Recognition, Recall, Receptive and productive.

To consider these aspects, two question formats are taken into account where the first

shows the word and asks that the word be selected in the other language from a list. In

the second format, the list of options is not displayed, but a single word is presented. The

incorporation of flashcards in these works are part of an investigation in any language, it

is therefore that the present work considers it with Spanish and English.
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Figure 2.3:Modes of retrieval

Recognition
Recognize the meaning

Recall
Recall the meaning

from memory

Receptive
Understand

Ver
a. Be
b. Have
c. See
d. Say

Ver = ?

Productive
Produce meaning

See
a. Ser/Estar
b. Tener
c. Ver
d. Decir

See = ?

Source: Adaptation of McLean et al. (2013, p. 83).

2.8. English vocabulary flashcards

A compilation of the curricula of undergraduate educational institutions in La Paz,

carried out by Chambilla (2010), revealed the presence of the English language as a

common subject in most cases. The teaching of this language differs according to the

institution and it is mainly found in the first semesters of the programs of study. In this

sense, one can perceive that the teaching of this language has an academic orientation.

Averil Coxhead (Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand) analyzed 3.5 million

words from written sources and identified 570 word families most frequently used in

English-language academic texts. She called this list the Academic Word List (AWL).

This words were selected for the Academic Word List because they occur frequently in a

wide range of academic subject, including the arts, law, science, and economics. This

means the AWL is useful for learners regardless of their field of study.

The word list has been divided into sublists based on the frequency of occurrence of the

words in the Academic Corpus (see Table 2.4). The words in Sublist 1 occur more

frequently in the corpus than the other words in the list. Sublist 2 occurs with the next

highest frequency.
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Table 2.4: Academic Word List sublists in the Academic families

No. List AWL sublist
1 60 families
2 60 families
3 60 families
4 60 families
5 60 families
6 60 families
7 60 families
8 60 families
9 60 families
10 30 families

Source: Averil Coxhead (2000)

The Academic Word List has A. Word families are used because most regularly formed

family members can be understood from knowledge of the stem and the affixes. For

example, the word family analyse includes the regular inflections of the verb, analysed,

analysing, analyses and the derivations of the word, analysis, analyst, analysts,

analytical, analytically etc., and the American spelling, analyze, analyzed, analyzes,

analyzing.

2.8.1. The academic corpus

A written corpus of academic English was developed for the purpose of finding out

which words occurred in a wide range of academic texts from a variety of subject areas.

The Academic Corpus contained approximately 3,500,000 running words. It was divided

into four faculty sections: Arts, Commerce, Law and Science. Each of these faculty

sections contained approximately 875,000 running words. Each faculty section was

divided into seven subject areas of approximately 125,000 running words. Subject areas

in the Faculty Sections of the Academic Corpus are:
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· Arts
o Education
o History
o Linguistics
o Philosophy
o Politics
o Psychology
o Sociology

· Commerce
o Accounting
o Economics
o Finance
o Industrial Relations
o Management
o Marketing
o Public Policy

· Law
o Constitutional Law
o Criminal Law
o Family Law and Medico-Legal
o International Law
o Pure Commercial Law
o Quasi-Commercial Law
o Rights and Remedies

· Biology
o Chemistry
o Computer Science
o Geography
o Geology
o Mathematics
o Physics

The Academic Corpus contained journal articles, book chapters, course workbooks,

laboratory manuals, and course notes. The texts were selected according to whether they

were of suitable length (over 2,000 running words long) and were representative of the

academic genre in that they were written for an academic audience. Any text not

meeting these selection criteria was not included in the Academic Corpus. There were

414 texts in the Academic Corpus. Where possible, a balance was maintained between

the number of texts in the four faculty sections.

Where possible, the texts were kept at their original length, although their bibliographies

were removed. Whole texts provide greater opportunities for words to reoccur and

longer texts allow for greater frequency of occurrence as well as variety of vocabulary.

Where possible, a balance between the number of short texts (2,000 - 5,000 running

words), medium length texts (5,000 - 10,000 running words) and long texts (over 10,000

running words) was kept between the four faculty areas. This was to ensure that the

faculty sections were as similar in make up as possible.
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2.8.2. Principles of selection used in developing the academic word list

The word families of the Academic Word List were selected according to several

principles. In order of importance, these selection principles were:

1. Range. The AWL families had to occur in the Arts, Commerce, Law and Science

faculty sections of the Academic Corpus. The word families also had to occur in

over half of the 28 subject areas of the Academic Corpus. Just over 94% of the

words in the AWL occur in 20 or more subject areas. This principle ensures that

the words in the AWL are useful for all learners, no matter what their area of

study or what combination of subjects they take at tertiary level.

2. Frequency. The AWL families had to occur over 100 times in the 3,500,000

word Academic Corpus in order to be considered for inclusion in the list. This

principle ensures that the words will be met a reasonable number of times in

academic texts.

3. Uniformity of frequency. The AWL families had to occur a minimum of 10 times

in each faculty of the Academic Corpus to be considered for inclusion in the list.

This principle ensures that the vocabulary is useful for all learners.

Words excluded from the academic word list

1. Narrow range words. Words which occurred in fewer than 4 faculty sections of

the Academic Corpus or which occurred in fewer than 15 of the 28 subject areas

of the Academic Corpus were excluded because they had narrow range.

Technical or specialist words often have narrow range and were excluded on this

basis

2. Proper nouns. The names of places, people, countries, for example, New

Zealand, Jim Bolger and Wellington were excluded from the list.

3. Latin forms. Some of the most common Latin forms in the Academic Corpus

were et al, etc, ie, and ibid.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter explains all those issues related to the mechanisms used for the analysis of

the research problem. In other words, there is a systematic and logical application of the

concepts and principles presented in the Chapter II, Theoretical Framework. The

structure of this section presents a gradual immersion into the subject of research which

covers from the type of research to the sample being taken for this study.

3.1. Type of research and research design

3.2.1. Type of research

This study, called "comparing the effectiveness between paper flashcards versus

flashcard software to improve receptive and productive knowledge of English

vocabulary", is immersed in the quantitative method for many reasons. One of these

reasons is that the data analyzed, which in this case are the scores obtained by both

groups, are quantifiable. Another reason is that it is based on the application of a

stimulus which is the use of flashcards to obtain a response. One last reason is that the

results can be applied to general situations. These characteristics make this study an

inductive study where a general conclusion is established from the particular

observation.

This research is explicative in the essence because it aims to explain conditions under

which receptive and productive knowledge of English vocabulary is manifested. So, this

paper deals with determining causes and effect by hypothesis testing. In order to do this,

it works with focal groups (2C and 2D) where the treatment is applied to then extract

information about these same groups. For this reason, the object of research is to know

the effectiveness of both paper flashcard and flashcard software in order to improve

receptive and productive knowledge of English vocabulary.
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3.2.2. Research design

Research design refers to the selection or identification of the three types of design that

are pre-experimental, experimental and quasi-experimental design. According to the

type of study carried out in the present work, this one is oriented towards a quasi-

experimental design, where there is no random assignment of subjects to the group.

Thus, the selected groups are taken without modification. That is to say, two classes

were taken (2C and 2D) from the four available courses of the second level of English.

While one group used paper flashcards, the other used flashcard software.

This explicative study suggest a performance of a pre-test (O), a treatment (X) and a

post-test (O). The pret-test and post-test are the same, but carried out at different times.

The result analyzed is the result obtained in both treatments. Figure 3.1 presents this

development where 2C and 2D refer to the language course taken. O refers to the pre-

test and the post-test. Finally, X refers to treatment conditions with sub-index one and

two indicate different treatments.

Figure 3.1: Design for equivalent groups with equivalent treatment by pre-test and post-
test

Group  Pre-Test  Treatment  Post-Test

2C → O → X1 → O

2D → O → X2 → O

Time

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The time available for the collection was four weeks, taking into account that English

subjects are taught during four days per week. It has a total of 16 labor days where the

first day pre-test was applied and last day the post-test. It is therefore that the fieldwork

refers to this period. The use of these English groups was made with the previous

authorization of the highest authority of the Linguistic Department.
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3.3. Hypothesis system

The present work examines an alternative hypothesis and a null hypothesis. These

hypotheses are tentative explanations (Hernandez, 2014, p. 104) of the investigated

phenomenon. While the alternative hypothesis manifests an explanation to the research

statement, the null hypothesis rejects it. Thus, both hypotheses are presented next:

H1:  The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is

different from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition

in English in terms of receptive a productive knowledge with students of second

level of Linguistics Department.

H0: The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is the

same from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition in

English in terms of receptive a productive knowledge with students of second

level of Linguistics Department.

H1 represents the alternative hypothesis, while H0 represents the null hypothesis. At

this point, it is important to clarify that the working hypothesis corresponds to the null

hypothesis. This hypothesis (H0) is the one to be refused or accepted in Chapter IV, in

order to have an adopted result following the scientific process and according to the

statistical tools.

3.4. Variable system

A variable is a property that can fluctuate and this variation can be measured or observed

(Hernandez, 2014, p. 105). For the current study there are two variables which are

extracted from the hypothesis. The independent variables correspond to the material

which is paper flashcard and flashcard software. This study manipulated the dependent

variable with English vocabulary acquisition. These variables are described below:
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Independent Variable: Use of paper and software flashcards

Dependent Variable: Acquisition of English vocabulary

A quick appreciated allows to identify that the variable that fluctuates or changes is the

dependent variable. In the same way, it should be noted that the term acquisition refers

to receptive and productive knowledge of vocabulary. Therefore, the dependent variable

intends to evaluate a series of factors detailed in the operationalization of variables.

3.5. Operationalization of variables

The literal revision of those concepts that are involved in acquisition of vocabulary

allowed identifying specific dimensions for their analysis. The Table 3.1 presents in

detail the entire operation process for the dependent variable. This table is divided into

six parts from the specification of the variable to the information capture tool.

The column of Variable and Type of Variable, presents the variable to which this study

is directed which is to find the effect produced by implementing both paper flashcards

and flashcard software. So, the relevant and manipulated variable is the dependent

variable. This is the acquisition vocabulary in English. For the same way, this variable is

analyzed on Chapter IV.

The next column deals with Conceptual Definition which is extensively explained in a

series of five steps. Each step is detailed in the table in a comprehensive manner, but this

does not differ from a more detailed explanation based on the previous chapter. These

concepts are accepted by many linguists, who try to explain the nature of vocabulary

acquisition.
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Table 3.1: Operationalization of the Dependent Variable

Variable Type of
variable

Conceptual
definition Dimensions Indicators Tool

Acquisition
of English
vocabulary

Dependent
variable

Vocabulary
acquisition
involves2:
- find a new word
- getting the word
 form
- getting the word
 meaning
- consolidating
 word form and
 word meaning in
 memory and
- using a word

R
ec

ep
tiv

e R
ec

og
ni

tio
n

Receptive
recognition
describes the
process of selecting
from a list the L2
meanings of the
target L1 word

Test
question

01-06
13-18
25-30
37-42

R
ec

al
l

Receptive recall is
the retrieval of the
target L1 meaning
of the L2 form
without a list

Test
question

49-54
61-66
73-78
85-90

Pr
od

uc
tiv

e

R
ec

og
ni

tio
n

productive
recognition is the
process of selecting
the target L2 form
from a list when
given the L1
meaning

Test
question

07-12
19-24
31-36
43-48

R
ec

al
l

productive recall
where the target L2
form is retrieved
from the L1
meaning without a
list

Test
question

55-60
57-72
79-84
91-96

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The columns of Dimensions and Indicators, present those concepts referring to receptive

and productive knowledge in which the research is focused. These were explained in

detail in Chapter II (2.7. Assessment of receptive and productive vocabulary).

It is important to clarify that English is considered as a Foreign Language, EFL. It refers

to learning and using English as an additional language in a non-English speaking

country. Bolivia's main language of communication is Spanish, so English is a foreign

language.

2 These concepts were extensively explained with a graph in Chapter II (2.5.1. Steps in vocabulary
learning process)
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The instruments (tools) column denotes the resource that was used to collect the data,

regarding the dimensions. As explained below, the data collection instrument

corresponds to a test based on the Academic Word List (AWL). Also, it was considered

to select for the test, four grammatical categories, which are names, adjectives, verbs and

adverbs. For this reason, a matrix was formed that contemplates measuring both the

dimensions with these four grammatical headings.

Names, adjectives, verbs and adjectives are content words and they do most of the

semantic work in the language (Harley, 2001, p. 36). In contrast to function words,

content words, or lexical words, are words that carry the content or the meaning of a

sentence. For this reason, content words are sometimes called open-class words. Open

classes accept the addition of new morphemes (words), through such processes as

compounding, derivation, inflection, coining, and borrowing.

Although the AWL lists do not have a classification regarding content word, this study

considers this criterion. A main reason for this is by considering feasibility aspects with

respect to the test. The AWL lists have 570 families of words, but they increase in

relation to each group. Considering all the words for treatment would negatively affect

the English sessions because it takes more time. Thus, the test with the 96 items is a

synthesized AWL instrument with judge’s criteria (see 4.3.1. Validation of instrument).

3.6. Research instruments

When we speak of the concept of evaluation, we cannot avoid associating it with a task

of measurements on a particular fact or situation. According to Barriga and Hernandez

(2002, p. 353), the task of evaluation includes activities of qualitative or quantitative

estimation. This author considers three aspects that involve evaluation: identification of

the objectives of the evaluation, use of evaluation criteria such as lesson plan

programming and use of a systematization to obtain information. These aspects

contribute to taking into account a substantial evaluation tool in pedagogical aspects.
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The present study takes a written test as an evaluation instrument. It is classified as a

formal technique, according to Urtado and Urtado (2015, p. 32), with objective and

subjective characteristics. On the one hand, objective tests are those in which the

exercises or questions have only a specific answer and in which the teacher's judgment

or opinion does not affect or influence the students' answers. On the other hand,

subjective tests are those in which the exercises or questions can vary in their answers

and depend on the opinion of both the educator and the students.

In Figure 2.3 of Chapter II (2.7. Assessment of receptive and productive vocabulary), the

concepts of obtaining information on receptive and productive knowledge were

explained, and its evaluation parameters were shown. It is for this reason that a

classification for this purpose is presented below (see Figure 3.2). The nature of question

types I and II are similar, having their variety in a question from English to Spanish or

vice versa.

These types, I and II, are considered to be grouped into one form, denominated Form A.

Similar case occurs with types III and IV, therefore they are grouped in a Form B. It

should also be noted that Form A belongs to the objective test type and Form B to the

subjective type.

Figure 3.4: Classification of the questions according to the types

Recognition Recall

Receptive Type I Type III

Productive Type II Type IV

Source: Own elaboration (2019)
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As the selection of vocabulary was already established in the previous chapter (2.8.

English vocabulary flashcards), now it is time to specify its conformation for the

evaluation instrument. This evaluation considers the level of the course, in terms of the

English learning classification, which is English II. Also, It is considered the times given

to measure the construct. Last but not least, the opinion of the experts who collaborated

with the guidelines on organizational aspects and validity of the instrument was taken

into account. Taking into account the previous aspects, four categories were selected

according to the Academic Word List (AWL).

The Table 3.2 shows, in a quantitative way, a matrix that covers all the aspects to be

evaluated. The selection of these numbers of questions responds to the viability in the

time programmed for the examinations. In other words, the teacher of each course gave

one class per test for the research. Because, one of the main purposes is not to interrupt

the progress of the course.

Table 3.2: Matrix of evaluation parameters in the test

Type I Type II Type II Type IV

noun 6 6 6 6

adjective 6 6 6 6

verb 6 6 6 6

adverb 6 6 6 6

Total 24 24 24 24

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

As can be seen in the table above, the total number of questions is ninety-six. These are

divided into groups of six to cover all aspects of evaluation. These instruments (question

sheet, answer sheet as pre-test and answer sheet as post-test) are presented in their entire

form in Annex II.
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3.7. Data collection techniques

According to Urtado and Urtado (2015, p. 43), the main purpose of data collection in

educational research is the evaluation of factors that are involved in the education of

students within the educational process. So, for this purpose different methods or

techniques are used. Tests, according to Urtado and Urtado (p. 44), are the most accurate

and efficient instruments for collecting information.

For the current research work, two English language courses from the same university

(UMSA) were considered. In other words, once the necessary authorizations were

obtained to apply the research instrument, data collection days were scheduled for the

necessary activities. Table 3.3 shows the distribution schedule of the activities for first

group. This group was assigned the material in application, that is flashcard software.

The start day was a Monday (February 18th, 2019), this for reasons of the current teacher

and it was taken into account not to disturb the class nor to have a lot of class time.

Table 3.3: Test and distribution of learning materials

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Pre-test & FS-I FS-I FS-I FS-I

FS-II FS-II FS-II FS-II

FS-III FS-III FS-III FS-III

FS-IV FS-IV FS-IV FS-IV

Post-test
FS = Fashcard Software

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

Likewise the above table, the Table 3.4 presents the material distribution for Paper

Flashcard group and its evaluation (Pre-test and Post-test). It can be seen that the initial

date differs in a few days with respect to the first group, this was done for the main

reason of the disposition of the course.
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The process starts on Wednesday (February 20th, 2019) where the pre-test is applied and

the first pack of material, known as PF from I to IV, is distributed. In the following

weeks, students received different sets of flashcards to be reviewed during the specified

days. Once the application schedule has been completed, a post-test is taken in order to

evaluate the progress made.

The Fieldwork for both groups (2C and 2D) is very similar. The materials contain

similar activities with the only difference that one is tangible and the other is not.

Contrasting those differences makes possible to explain the variability, which is

analyzed statistically.

Table 3.4: Test and distribution of learning materials

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Pre-test & LM-I PF-I

PF-I PF-I PF-II PF-II

PF-II PF-II PF-III PF-III

PF-III PF-III PF-IV PF-IV

PF-IV PF-IV Post-test

        PF = Paper Flashcards
Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The final date of collecting data or fieldwork is at the end of the fourth week. For the

first group it is March 11th and for the second group it is March 13th. So, the work done

includes 16 days of study, 2 tests (Pre-Test and Post-Test) and 96 flaschards divided into

4 parts (Noun, Adjective, Verb and Adverb).
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3.8. Paper flashcard and flashcard software

This work has as object of investigation the comparison of the effectiveness between

paper word cards versus digital word cards to improve receptive and productive

knowledge of English vocabulary. For this purpose, the application material was

designed based on Averil Coxhead's word lists in Chapter II (2.8. English vocabulary

flashcards). In the following, both strategies are detailed with their specific

characteristics.

3.8.1. Paper flashcard

The 2D course was the group selected for treatment with paper flashcards. For this

purpose, the elaboration of word cards was organized in four packages: names,

adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Each beginning of the week, for one month, a package

was provided to all students. So, a week of study was assigned for each study package.

In conclusion, the post-test was applied at the end of the treatment period.

According to Gelfgren (2012, p. 4), flashcards are the easiest and fastest learning

method, in case of immersion. The existence of many types of flashcards and taking into

account to whom they are addressed, helped to have a direction, when making a

proposal. For this reason, it was considered to make use of some aspects of the linguistic

area according to the type of flashcards available, which are divided into three: recite

spelling and dictation.

Recite, spelling and dictation activities were chosen in an arbitrary manner. The greatest

interest that the study wants is that both strategies (paper flashcard and flashcard

software) may be similar in their content. For this reason, the same three activities are

presented but in software, in the smart phone application. The paper word cards are

presented in detail below:
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Flashcard for the activity of reciting

All Paper Flashcards are presented in Annex V. They are arranged, according to the

study, in four groups: Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs and Adverbs. Also the complete list of

examples is presented in Annex III.

Flashcard for spelling activity:

Flashcard for dictation activity:

Front

Income
/ˈɪnkʌm/

Thanks to my promotion, my monthly income
has increased

back

ingreso
Gracias a mi ascenso, mis ingresos mensuales

han aumentado.

front

pruebas

e _ _den _ _
No había suficiente evidencia para acusar al

sospechoso

back

evidence
/ˈɛvədəns/

There was not enough evidence to charge the
suspect.

front

/əˈsɛsmənt/

back

evaluación

assessment
The students need an assessment of their

work. — Los estudiantes necesitan una
evaluación de su trabajo.
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The main task of the recitation activity is to predict the meaning of the word in the

foreign language, English. For this, the phonetic transcription is provided, which helps

people with knowledge of the subject to understand its pronunciation. Also, a sentence is

added that works as an example of the use of the word. This sentence is perfectly

translated from the flashcard language. At the end of the prediction of the word, the

student must turn on the card and check its result.

All sentences presented are covered in Annex III and all the Paper Flashcards are in

Annex V. However, it is important to clarify that they are taken from the on-line

dictionary Linguee (https://www.linguee.es/espanol-ingles). This dictionary presents in

its range many lexical entries with many examples. Linguee mentions (for 2019) that

both private and commercial use of the site is free, so there is no plagiarism.

The spelling activity is an activity to complete the word with the missing letters. In this

activity the meaning in Spanish is presented and its meaning in the foreign language ge

is expected. As in other flashcards, a sentence is presented in the foreign language to

increase the comprehension of the word.

The last activity, dictation, presents an exciting challenge for the student, it presents the

pronunciation of the word (phonetic transcription) and is expected to guess the word not

only in the target language, but also in the mother tongue. As in the other two card

formats, here is also a sentence as an example of use of the word. This linguistic activity

is introduced by the pupil context.

3.8.2. Flashcard software

The digital word cards were applied with course 2C. The procedure was similar to the

previous one. Four card packages (called deck) were available for the Anki software.

Previously, a guide (Annex IV) of installation and operation of this application was

presented. Every week, during four weeks, a deck was sent through the group of

whatsapp created. At the end the post-test was taken in the last week of treatment.
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It is not a secret that every year smartphones are invading more and more our daily

activities. According to INE data (2017), in Bolivia there are 10 million 106 thousand

mobile phones in operation. this data does not offer much information but if it is

compared to the population we have that Bolivia has more than 11 million habitants in

2018. then it turns out that only 10 percent do not use a cell phone.

Therefore, these considerations were the ones that motivated the present project to take

into account the massive use of mobile devices for educational purposes. Also, the

common characteristics that these devices have such as Android operative systems, were

the reasons to propose a version of Paper Flashcard in digital way. This is how the Anki

tool was used as a support for a specialized design with the same activities. Annex IV

presents the installation and use of this tool.

So, below are the three formats that were used in the tangible version of flashacard, but

in this case in application for the smartphones. The current activities are Recipe,

Spelling and Dictation. It should be noted that there are captures of the performance in

these three tasks, being the only way to appreciate the function. The complete list of

selected words (from AWL) is presented in Annex III.

The activities in both Paper Flashcards and Flashcards software are similar. In other

words, the exercises that students must perform in both cases are similar. This is for the

purposes of the research. While the technological environment could have more

characteristics, these were not considered, to have equality of condition. Below are

screenshots of the application:
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Flashcard Software for activity of reciting

The first excercise, activity of reciting, in the application shows the target language and

expects its interpretation in Spanish. In this case the student has the advantage of

interacting with his mobile device and this is done by audio and self-evaluation buttons.

Self-evaluation allows to study the word immediately or to transfer it for further study.

The spelling activity has the purpose of not only predicting the required word, but it also

has to be introduced. Once the word is entered this is evaluated in spelling terms and

showed it is wrong. If all is well, it is notified with a check. This activity also ends with

a self-evaluation to schedule a next review automatically.
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Flashcard Software for spelling activity

Flashcard Software for dictation activity
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The last exercise, which consists of dictation, presents a different perspective, because

everything must be predicted through the audio available. in other words, the flashcar

template presents only one button to hear the L2 word and this must be interpreted not

only in the same language but also in the L1. the interaction ends when the student

presses the 'show answer' button and evaluates himself or herself.

3.9. Population and sample

Hérnandez (2014, p. 173) considers that a population is the set of all the cases that

match a certain set of specifications and the sample is a sub-group of the population of

interest on which data will be collected, and which needs to be precisely defined and

delimited. Taking into account these concepts and following the specifications of all

research work, it is absolutely necessary to specify the population and the sample. This

to have clear quantitative data that were taken to collect valuable data in the study.

3.9.1. Population

Currently, the Linguistics Department has four levels of language training. That means,

it divides the teaching of the English language from a basic level to an intermediate-

advanced level. This process of teaching a second language is imparted by way of

specialized books and workbooks with an interest in American English such as Real

Time, Second Life and Life among others.

The four levels of English are distributed during the day. In addition, they present

certain changes according to the semester studied. However, what it does not change is

that classes are taken from Monday to Thursday. The classrooms are located in the same

building of Linguistics Department, as well as in the 9th and 13th floors of the Central

Monoblock.
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The present study considers the second level of English that consists of four classrooms.

Table 3.5 shows the distribution taking into account. Therefore, it takes as population all

those students of the second level of English, who are enrolled in the first semester of

2019, with an average of 15 to 20 students by course. This is mainly because the

populations must be clearly located by their characteristics of content, place and time

(Hernandez, 2014, p. 174).

Table 3.5: Schedules for English II in 2019

Level Schedule Days Classroom Teacher

2A  07:30-09:00 Monday to Thursday 06-02-04 Lic. Virginia Nina

2B  09:00-10:30 Monday to Thursday 01-09-A Lic. Teresa Teran

2C  10:30-12:00 Monday to Thursday 01-09-B Dra. Elizabeth Rojas

2D  16:30-18:00 Monday to Thursday 01-13-A Lic. Roberto Quina

Source: Linguistics Department

So it was considered, for research purposes, to consider taking 2C and 2D classes. The

2C course, which was conducted by Dr. Elizabeth Rojas, was assigned all the material

concerning about Flashcard Software and the 2D course, conducted by Lic. Roberto

Quina, was assigned the Paper Flashcard.

 The number of students in the Flashcard Software group was 15, while in the Paper

flashcard group it was 19. According to literature reviews, in educational research, this

number of participants is acceptable. (McMillan & Schumacher, 2005, p. 144). In

addition, data collection was carried out by request of the director of the linguistics and

languages department.
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3.9.2. Sample

All research has one or many samples, these as can be probabilistic or non-probabilistic.

According to McMillan and Schumancher (2001, p. 140), In many educational studies

probabilistic sampling is not appropriate, or it is not possible. For the main reason of

having large groups of people. This is when the non-probability sample makes its

participation. Non-probability sample is not a product of a randomized selection

processes. Subjects in a non-probability sample are usually selected on the basis of their

accessibility or by the purposive personal judgment of the researcher.

Therefore, that the current study, from the beginning, had characteristics of taking a

non-probability sample to reach its main objective which is the contrast of two

techniques of vocabulary acquisition. The current research work considers the selection

of two courses, 2C and 2D, as sample groups. This is mainly for the following reasons:

- Authorization from the Linguistics Department. A previous request, through

formal documents sent to the teachers as well as to the career director, produced

the authorization of these courses.

- Interests of the research work. Taking into account two study techniques,

Paper Flashcards (PF) and Flashcard Software (FS), the English classes were

taken as a sample to contrast their results in Post-Test.

- Time limitations. The research parameters require a monitoring of one month in

each group, this to complete the study plan established in four types. Therefore,

this population was considered to be the answer to the construct investigated.
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CHAPTER IV: DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the information collected and analyze it with

statistical resources of the research. In addition to this, it also presents both the validity

of the instrument and the reliability, which are fundamental in all types of data collection

instruments. Consequently, at the end, there is a discussion of the results generated in

this chapter, which are assertions with a statistic justification. All sections present a clear

difference between the two comparison groups, for group 2C and for group 2D.

4.1. Presentation of research participants

This work contemplates two courses of the second level in English to carry out a

treatment based on a pre-test and post-test. Likewise, the quasi-experimental design that

is developed in this research, permit to use both groups without any change. The courses

that were taken as representation groups were 2C and 2D. Both groups are selected from

the four semester courses, 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.

Table 4.1: Charts with the ages of both groups (2C and 2D)

2C:

23 21 22
23 23 31
30 21 21
20 25 21
48 36 25

2D:

22 25 20 23
21 18 23 25
32 19 21 25
27 21 30
24 21 20

Source: Own design (2019)
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In order to have an overview of the first and second group, it is convenient to make

charts with the ages of both groups in Table 4.1. Then, it is presented frequency tables

according to those ages in Table 4.2. Finally, Figure 4.1 shows the comparison between

both groups with respect to their ages.

Table 4.2: Frequency tables of the groups.

Interval 2C Frecuency 2D Frecuency
18-23 8 11
24-29 2 5
30-35 2 2
36-41 1 0
42-47 1 0
48-53 1 0

Source: Own design (2019)

The main purpose of developing these comparative charts is to show how similar the

two groups are. The simple appreciation of the charts allows to realize the similarity in

both courses where the average for Group 2C is 23 and the average for Group 2D is

22.5. The most frequent ages are between 18 and 23.

Figure 4.1: Comparative figure of both groups (2C and 2D)

Source: Own elaboration (2019)
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4.3. Validation and reliability of the instrument

The validity and reliability of the instrument are two fundamental considerations for data

collection in this work. While validity refers to the ability of the test to measure what it

is supposed to measure, reliability refers to the degree to which assessment tool

produces consistent results, when repeated measurements are made (Adhikari, 2018).

For this purpose, this work applies the basics of descriptive and inferential statistics

where theories of Lawshe & Tristan are used for validity and the theory of Kuder

Richars is used for reliability.

4.3.1. Validation of instrument

The recommended assessment for receptive and productive knowledge of vocabulary is

divided into four aspects that are receptive recognition, receptive recall, productive

recognition and productive recall. These aspects were extensively discussed in chapter

II, section 2.7. Assessment of receptive and productive vocabulary. Likewise,

Chapter III (3.6. Research Instruments) presented a clear description for this work.

Table 4.3: Questions asked according to the type of indicator in the research

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb
Type I 6 6 6 6
Type II 6 6 6 6
Type III 6 6 6 6
Type IV 6 6 6 6

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

Table 4.3 presents the totality of questions asked to each group in both Pre-Test and

Post-Test. These questions are 96 in total and are divided into four aspects: names,

adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Annex II presents the format used for data collection. It

was found convenient to separate the questions and answers on separate pages.
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Following the study variables and indicators, 16 groups of questions were specified. The

third column of Table 4.4 presents these groups of questions with their specifications.

At first view it can be appreciated that it maintains a close relationship with all the

criteria developed so far.

The validity type being searched is the content type and the instrument used is the

content validity ratio. The content validity ratio originally proposed by Lawshe (1975,

pp. 563-575) and modified by Tristan (2008, pp.37-48), is widely used to quantify

content validity and yet methods used to calculate the critical values. It is based on

number of panel members (5 for this work) indicating an item like “essential”. The

formula used to determine Content Validity Ratio (CVR) for each item is:

e
Nn
2CVR N

2

-
=

Where:

  ne = Number of experts who selected as essential the questions.
N =  Total number of judges

Consequently the CVR’, according to Tristan (2008, pp.37-48), is:
CVR 1CVR '

2
+

=

The formula used to determine Validity Content Index (CVI) is:

M

i
i 1

CVR
CVI

M
==
å

Where:
iCVR = Content Validity Ratio

M =  Total number of questions accepted in the instrument
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The next step is to apply these definitions with the study. Therefore, Table 4.4 presents

the necessary measurements and the result obtained. The fourth and fifth columns

represent the judges' evaluation, taking into account an essential or non-essential value

of the instrument.

Table 4.4: Validity Content Index

Indicators Type Item Essential No essential CVR CVR'

Receptive recognition describes
the process of selecting from a

list the L2 meanings of the
target L1 word

I

Noun: 1-6 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adjective: 13-18 3 2 0,2 0,60

Verb: 25-30 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adverb: 37-42 3 2 0,2 0,60

Receptive recall is the retrieval
of the target L1 meaning of the

L2 form without a list
II

Noun: 7-12 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adjective: 19-24 3 2 0,2 0,60

Verb: 31-36 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adverb: 43-48 3 2 0,2 0,60

Productive recognition is the
process of selecting the target

L2 form from a list when given
the L1 meaning

III

Noun: 49-54 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adjective: 61-66 4 1 0,6 0,80

Verb: 73-78 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adverb: 85-90 3 2 0,2 0,60

Productive recall where the
target L2 form is retrieved from
the L1 meaning without a list

IV

Noun: 54-60 3 2 0,2 0,60

Adjective: 67-72 4 1 0,6 0,80

Verb: 79-84 4 1 0,6 0,80

Adverb: 91-96 3 2 0,2 0,60

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

Tristan (2008, pp.37-48), recommends that the result should be over 0.58 to be

considered a valid instrument. The value obtained in this research paper is 0,7125. It is

therefore concluded that through the judgment of 5 experts with 96 questions

categorized into 16 types, this instrument is considered valid in content.
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4.3.2. Reliability of instrument

Reliability is another very important aspect that was considered to approve the data

collection instrument. It is for this reason that the principles of Kuder Richards (cited on

Guillen, 2005) were used here. Kuder Richardson is used for dichotomous items, where

the question involves right and wrong.

Table 4.5 presents the data table model that was used for the necessary calculations. The

number of columns is equivalent to 96, but these require the same operation. Therefore 4

of them are contemplated for demonstrative purposes. In the last rows both p and q are

expressed, these only represent positive average (p) and negative average (q).

Table 4.5: Dichotomous items according to results

Code i1 i2 i3 i96 Total
S201 1 1 1 1 66
S202 1 1 1 1 49
S203 1 1 1 0 49
S204 1 1 0 1 53
S205 1 1 1 0 45
S206 1 1 1 1 53
S207 1 1 0 1 48
S208 1 1 0 0 34
S209 1 1 1 0 35
S210 1 1 0 0 35
S211 1 1 1 1 57
S212 1 1 0 0 34
S213 1 1 1 1 57
S214 1 1 1 1 52
S215 1 0 1 0 21
S216 1 1 1 0 51
S217 1 1 0 0 42
S218 0 1 1 0 28

p 0,944444 0,888889 0,666667 0,444444 -
q=(1-p) 0,055556 0,111111 0,333333 0,555556 -

p q× 0,052469 0,098765 0,222222 0,246914 14,34259

Source: Own elaboration (2019)
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Calculating the average of total column:

i 44, 4
n

4
X

X 94 4= =å

Calculating the variance

( )2
i2 i

2
44,94444 X(X X )

n
135,2

7
32

1 1
-

s = = =
-

-å å

Therefore, the KR20 or Kuder Richards will be:

2

2

p qk 96KR20
k 1 96

135,232 14,34259 0,903351
135, 31 2 2

s - ×æ ö æ ö= × = × =ç ÷ ç ÷- s -è ø è ø
-å

The definition indicates that as much closer to value 1, the more reliable this instrument

will be. It is therefore that here the result is 0.903351 and this generates an acceptable

reliability conclusion. Consequently, the hard work is on tabulating the data and

applying the formulas.

4.4. Comparative analysis of both study groups

One purpose of this work is to capture a moment of reality, in which the treatment will

be introduced. The moment or time of study is delimited by a pre-test and a post-test. In

this time the treatment is applied with a systematic delivery of flashcard in both paper

and software. The following representation shows the distribution of these elements.

Group  Pre-Test  Treatment  Post-Test

2C → O → X1 → O

2D → O → X2 → O

Time
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Where:

- 2C and 2D are the two English groups taken from the four existing courses.

- Os represent application of the instrument which is the test.

- X1 represents treatment with the flashcard software.

- X2 denotes treatment with paper flashcards.

The results of the application of both examinations and treatment for the first group (2C)

are detailed in Table 4.6. The first column represents the coding of the examinations.

The second and third columns represent the scores obtained by students on both tests.

Table 4.6: Pre-Test and Post-Test results of 2C group

Code Pre-Test Post-Test
S101 1 35
S102 52 82
S103 49 75
S104 28 86
S105 77 93
S106 43 57
S107 23 88
S108 34 30
S109 37 90
S110 34 78
S111 36 89
S112 35 87
S113 26 84
S114 25 73
S115 61 85

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The average for the pre-test is 37.4 while for the post-test it is 75.4. This fact illustrates a

substantial progress in terms of vocabulary learning by students. Figure 4.2 presents the

same data but in a comparative histogram.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between Pre-Test and Post-Test results of 2C Group

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The procedure for the second group, 2D course, is similar to the previous one. The main

difference is in the type of treatment, which includes the use of paper flashcard o word

cards. The methodology is described in depth in Chapter III (3.7 Data collection

techniques). For the treatment, a group of whatsapp called English Vocabulary was

created where material was sent to the students.

The material consisted basically of the use of application called Anki (v2.0). This

application allows to create flashcards based on the configurations and specifications

that the programmer specifies. Therefore, every week for four weeks a block of words

was sent for studing with this software in smart phones. Many people had problems in

the first days, but then doubts were resolved impirically.
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Table 4.7: Pre-Test and Post-Test results of 2D group

Code Pre-Test Post-Test
S201 66 82
S202 49 69
S203 49 91
S204 53 76
S205 45 83
S206 53 49
S207 48 62
S208 34 44
S209 35 69
S210 35 82
S211 57 85
S212 34 61
S213 57 90
S214 52 73
S215 21 80
S216 51 95
S217 42 73
S218 52 84

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

The table above and the Figure 4.3 show the scores obtained in this group. The student

code begins in 201 and ends in 2018, this for the best management of data of interest.

The average obtained in the pre-test is 46.2 while the average in the post-test is 74.8.

The moment of the capture of information was done parallel to the previous group. This

is because the 2C group has a midday schedule and the 2D group an afternoon schedule.

An important fact to take into account is the similarity of the post-test average between

2C and 2D. While the group post-test average is 2C is 75.4, the group 2D average is

74.8. This similarity makes it possible to assume a similar performance in both groups,

and also shows an importance of its use.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between Pre-Test and Post-Test results of 2D Group

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

4.5. Hypothesis testing

In order to answer research question Chapter I: 1.2, which is to know if there is a

significant difference between using paper flashcard or flashcard to improve vocabulary

knowledge, this paper has the following hypothesis (Chapter I: 1.3.):

The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is different

from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition in English in

terms of receptive a productive knowledge with students of second level of Linguistics

and Languages Department.
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Group  Pre-Test  Treatment  Post-Test

2C → O → X1 → O

2D → O → X2 → O

Time

The first step in dealing with hypothesis testing is to identify the data. For this purpose

one previous illustration is presented but with some highlighted sections in rectangle. In

addition, Table 4.8 presents the data compared according to their scores.

Table 4.8: Post-Test results of 2C group and 2D group

Code Post-Test Code Post-Test
S201 66 S101 35
S202 49 S102 82
S203 49 S103 75
S204 53 S104 86
S205 45 S105 93
S206 53 S106 57
S207 48 S107 88
S208 34 S108 30
S209 35 S109 90
S210 35 S110 78
S211 57 S111 89
S212 34 S112 87
S213 57 S113 84
S214 52 S114 73
S215 21 S115 85
S216 51
S217 42
S218 52

Source: Own elaboration (2019)

2

n 18
195,9869

x 74,8888

=

s =
=

2

n 15
383,4095

x 75,4666

=

s =
=
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With a significance level of

a  = 5% @  0.05

Consequently formulating hypothesis is given in the following way:

Alternative Hypothesis: The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in

English is different from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary

acquisition in English in terms of receptive and productive knowledge with students of

second level of Linguistics and Languages Department.

0 0H 0= m <

Null Hypothesis: The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in

English is the same from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary

acquisition in English in. terms of receptive and productive knowledge with students of

second level of Linguistics and Languages Department

Ho = 0m = 0

With statistical table, we have

1 ; (n m 2)
2

t a
- + -

0.05 1 0.025;(32 2) 0.975;(31)1 ;(15 18 2)
2

t t t 2,0395- -
- + -

= = = = ±

T-Student Table

Degrees of Freedom 0,25 0,1 0,05 0,025 0,01 0,005

31 0,6825 1,3095 1,6955 2,0395 2,4528 2,7440
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According to test statistic we have

( ) x y

2 2

x x ( )
t

1 1 (n 1)Sx (m 1)Sy
n m n m 2

- - m - m
=

- + -
+

+ -

( )75, 47 74,89 0
1 1 (15 1)383, 41 (18 1)195,99

15 18 15 18 2

- -
=

- + -
+

+ -

0,58 0,58 0,58 0,1108 0,11
(0,123)(14,919) 5,2360,123 222,567

= = = = =

The decision making is represented as follows:

According to the results, the hypothesis test accepts the null hypothesis and rejects the

initial hypothesis.So, the effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in

English is the same from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary

acquisition in English. This response to the research question points out that both study

techniques are equally important for receptive and productive knowledge of vocabulary.

4.6. Discussion of results

The data collection instrument, see Annex II, was submitted to an analysis of validity

and reliability. Therefore, the results obtained were satisfactory. For the validity analysis

of the instrument, with 5 experts, the result was 0,7125. This data (>0,58), being close to

the value 1, represents an acceptance in terms of validity of content.

0
2,0395-

0,11

+ ¥- ¥
2,0395

1-a
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All the tests performed on hypothesis were performed with a Confidence Level of 95 %

and Significance Level of 0.05. Which indicates, for all cases, a 5% risk of concluding

that a difference exists when there is no actual difference? This is why 3 hypothesis tests

were performed: one for the general objective and two for each specific objective.

The result obtained for the general objective was to 0,11 in a range of 2,0395-  and

2,0395 . The interpretation regarding the effectiveness, after using each study

technique, under specific conditions, produces an equality in the results. In other words,

both techniques are equally effective.

In order to answer the two specific objectives set out in Chapter I, two hypothesis tests

were carried out in the same way, but considering the Pre-Test and Post-Test of each

group. Likewise, the Test Statistic was different because it compares the evolution of a

specific study technique. In the case of Flashcard Software ( 7,415-  in a range of

1,7613 and- -¥ ), it was concluded that there is a significant increase in the results

obtained, which are reflected in the students' scores. For the second case, Paper

Flashcards ( 7,7396-  in a range of 1,7396 and- -¥ ), there was also a significant

improvement in the receptive and productive vocabulary test.

5. Conclusions and recommendations

The purpose of this section is to present the conclusions which were reached once the

research project was concluded. That is to say, here the results are presented to the

proposed solution, ordered according to the objectives presented at the beginning. As

well as the conclusions, it also presents the recommendations, which belong to the work

achieved.
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5.1. Conclusions

The general objective of the current research was to compare the effectiveness of using

paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English with the effectiveness of using

flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition in English. This purpose made

possible the orientation of the project, with only one guideline in the work to be

performed. So, in order to arrive at this answer, a series of steps were followed, which

are common to all research work. For this the following working hypothesis was raised:

The average pre-test results in both study groups with 37.4 and 46.2, reflect that students

do not have the essential vocabulary to interact in class. This is because the vocabulary

selected corresponded to lists of words carefully selected by the frequency of use,

Academic Word List. These lists were tested in four groups: receptive recognition,

productive recognition, receptive recall and productive recall.

The development of the investigation, allowed to observe that the possible factors for

not having incorporated these words in the essential vocabulary are:

- The first factor, perhaps the most important, is the regular education of students

about English as a foreign language. This education is represented in 12 years of

training where some have English programs from the first years. The topics with

the strongest relevance are related to the teaching of vocabulary, but not

everyone considers it important.

- Another factor that was perceived is the disorganizing regarding the vocabulary

learned by the students. In other words, there are different parts of speech, but

these are not properly classified for learning. This makes it impossible to use

them correctly.

- Another factor is unfamiliarity with learning processes. The theoretical principles

present certain steps to consolidate the knowledge of a word, from finding the

word to using it. However, not every student is aware of this learning process. As

a result, it generates disconcert in the consolidation of vocabulary.
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Therefore, this study presents a proposal for the usability of flashcards as a study

technique for English vocabulary, as well as a contrast between two strategies: word

cards vs. digital word cards. For this purpose, a test was used as a data collection

instrument to make a comparison between both flashcards strategies. The average post-

test, in terms of results is evident, where 75.4 for group 2C (with software) and 74.8 for

group 2D (without software).

Because a more serious comparison was needed, statistical methods of comparison were

used with a confidence level of 95 % and with a significance level of 5%. In terms of

better strategy, the result concludes that there is no difference between using flashcards

on paper or flashcards in software. With this, it was possible to prove that both learning

strategies have the same degree of benefit

A first specific objective looked to evaluate the profile of the English student who is

in the second level in Linguistics and Languages Department through a treatment

with use of flashcards and an evaluation in the receptive and productive knowledge

of her o his vocabulary. The fieldwork and observation of the groups made it possible

to highlight the following:

- Some students have trouble manipulating their smartphones. This happened in

group 2C, where all the students had smartphones, but did not have the basic

notions of their usability. It is no secret that every electronic device is made for

empirical use, so maybe the focus is only social and not educational.

- In terms of receptive and productive assessment, it was evident that the great

majority of students had difficulties in answering correctly in the second section

of the test, which referred to the productive aspect. The suggested format to

evaluate this aspect was to present the word in Spanish and ask him to interpret it

in English. As is evident, the answers may vary according to the interpretation,

but they cannot vary in the semantic scope.
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- The selection of content words (names, adjectives, verbs and adverbs) based on

Academic Word List did not generate an analysis indicator. The students

considered all these categories as individual English words, focusing on

semantics rather than syntax. With this, it is verified that the first acquisition step

of vocabulary does not understand syntactic structures, but to understand

meaning.

The second specific objective looked to demonstrate through hypothesis testing that

study technique known as flashcard in physical (paper) or digital (software) form

causes different benefits in students in terms of learning vocabulary. In order to do

this, a series of statistical steps were followed in which the results of the post-test, about

two group (2C and 2D), were considered. For this purpose, the following working

hypothesis was proposed:

The effect of using paper flashcard on vocabulary acquisition in English is the same

from the effect of using flashcards software on vocabulary acquisition in English in.

terms of receptive and productive knowledge with students of second level of Linguistics

and Languages Department

0
2,0395-

0,11

+ ¥- ¥
2,0395

1-a
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The test statistic is located in the acceptance area. Therefore, the working hypothesis is

accepted and with this it becomes clear that there is no significant difference between

using a flashcard on paper or digitally. Thus, the use of these study cards is highly

recommended for learning vocabulary.

The last specific objective looked for to describe the advantages and limitations of

the use of learning cards, digital and physical, for the acquisition of English

vocabulary.

So, limitations that were observed are:

- A main limitation of word cards in software is that it requires fundamental

knowledge in the use of the HTML computer language. For that reason, it would

not be possible to generate personalized cards in a first attempt.

- Another limitation that is appreciated is the disorganization of what is learned.

When generating learning cards, physical or digital, it is recommended to follow

an organization. Here it is suggested to follow some linguistic hierarchies. For

this reason the present work uses the words of content which are the four

grammatical categories with more semantic meaning.

- The dependence on a mobile device is evident for flashcard software. If there is

no knowledge required to install and operate applications, this creates a colossal

barrier to the use of this learning strategy.

- A limitation, in terms of paper cards, is their accessibility. Carrying study cards

is a requirement for reviewing them in free time. If one forgets the cards, one

also forgets to review them.

Likewise, it is concluded that using these types of techniques is widely beneficial for

English students because:

- Proposes a study technique that has been used for years and that generates

substantial benefits, supported by different authors. Both paper word cards and
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digital word cards can be customized according to the needs of the student.

However, the most popular use of these materials is to increase vocabulary.

- Statistics show that 90 percent of the population has a smart phone. This data

indicates that out of 10 people only one does not have this device. Therefore, the

incorporation of educational strategies in these cell phones is achievable at

different levels of instruction.

- One of the biggest advantages of flashcard software is the community it has. It is

understood by community, all those people who use these applications and share

content. This fact is produced by the principle that encompasses the term Open

Source. It indicates that everyone has equal access to information. Anki reflects

these principles by having a huge number of pre-configured cards in different

languages, ready to use.

5.2. Recommendation

The first recommendation comes naturally and it is using of flashcards to increase

receptive and productive knowledge in the vocabulary of a foreign language. This

recommendation is generated after observing an increase in student achievement in both

groups. Even though each group used a specific type of material (tangible and

intangible), both groups presented similar performance compared to the Pre-Test.

The result of comparing both study techniques, Paper Flashcard and Flaschard Software,

under the specified conditions, could not be predicted at first view. That is why an

hypothesis testing was used. The type of test is hypothesis testing of the differencie

between two sample means. This test allowed to express that, according to the studied

context, in the application of tangible or intangible flashcard is no predominance of one

of them. In other words, both resources or study techniques there are equally useful for

learning English vocabulary. The mistake is not to use them because according to the

literary revision and, contrasting with reality, almost everyone has an intelligent

telephone.
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To know the principles of vocabulary acquisition and to identify an object of study, were

the reasons to carry out this research. For this reason, a study technique is presented

which is accessible to the entire student population. The recommendation is therefore to

stimulate the innovation of study material continuously. This is to be up to date with

new trends and not stick to common sense.

Times have changed and society has changed in the same way. Today, access to

information is infinite with the technologies called TICs. Fruit of that free information

appears the open source programs, which is the product of many people. This study

presents the use of one of them, Anki, and arranged for its configuration the free

information that is everywhere on the Internet. It is for this reason it is recommended not

to be afraid of joining the fields of technology and free information, because these are

today the new world.
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GLOSSARY

This section presents the principal terms used for this research work, as well as their
specific definition to clarify their meaning:

Paper Flashcard (PF).- It is a small word card that has the word to be learned on one
side and its L1 translation on the other.

Flashcard Software (FS).- It is a Software that has essentially the same basic features
like Paper Flashcard, but it can be expanded in terms of requirement.

Anki.- It is a free and open-source flashcard program. The cards are presented using
HTML and may include text, images, sounds, videos, and LaTeX equations.
These cards are arranged into decks.

Vocabulary adquisition.- It includes five steps: 1) find a new word, 2) getting the word
form, 3) getting the word meaning, 4) consolidating word form and word
meaning in memory, and 5) using a word.

Receptive Vocabulary knowledge (RV).- It means knowledge of the meaning of an L2
word. Prototypically: being able to translate a word from L2 to L1.

Receptive vocabulary testing.- Testing a person’s knowledge of the meaning of an L2
word. Prototypically: requiring a person to translate a word from L2 to L1.

Receptive recognition.- It describes the process of selecting from a list the L2 meanings
of the target L1 word.

Receptive recall.- It is the retrieval of the target L1 meaning of the L2 form without a
list.

Productive Vocabulary knowledge (PV).- It means being able to express a concept by
means of an L2 word. Prototypically: being able to translate a word from L1 to
L2.

Productive Vocabulary Testing.- Testing a person’s ability to express a concept by
means of an L2 word. Prototypically: requiring a person to translate a word
from L1 to L2.

productive recognition.- It is the process of selecting the target L2 form from a list
when given the L1 meaning.

productive recall.- It is where the target L2 form is retrieved from the L1 meaning
without a list.
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ANNEX I: SUBLISTS OF THE ACADEMIC WORD LIST (AWL)
https://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist

Sublist 1 of the Academic
Word List.

analysis
approach
area
assessment
assume
authority
available
benefit
concept
consistent
constitutional
context
contract
create
data
definition
derived
distribution
economic
environment
established
estimate
evidence
export
factors
financial
formula
function
identified
income
indicate
individual
interpretation
involved
issues
labour
legal
legislation
major
method
occur
percent
period
policy

principle
procedure
process
required
research
response
role
section
sector
significant
similar
source
specific
structure
theory
variables

Sublist 2 of Academic Word
List
achieve
acquisition
administration
affect
appropriate
aspects
assistance
categories
chapter
commission
community
complex
computer
conclusion
conduct
consequences
construction
consumer
credit
cultural
design
distinction
elements
equation
evaluation
features
final

focus
impact
injury
institute
investment
items
journal
maintenance
normal
obtained
participation
perceived
positive
potential
previous
primary
purchase
range
region
regulations
relevant
resident
resources
restricted
security
sought
select
site
strategies
survey
text
traditional
transfer

Sublist 3 of Academic Word
List.
alternative
circumstances
comments
compensation
components
consent
considerable
constant
constraints
contribution

ANNEX I: SUBLISTS OF THE ACADEMIC WORD LIST (AWL)
https://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist
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convention
coordination
core
corporate
corresponding
criteria
deduction
demonstrate
document
dominant
emphasis
ensure
excluded
framework
funds
illustrated
immigration
implies
initial
instance
interaction
justification
layer
link
location
maximum
minorities
negative
outcomes
partnership
philosophy
physical
proportion
published
reaction
registered
reliance
removed
scheme
sequence
sex
shift
specified
sufficient
task
technical
techniques

technology
validity
volume

Sublist 4 of Academic Word
List
access
adequate
annual
apparent
approximated
attitudes
attributed
civil
code
commitment
communication
concentration
conference
contrast
cycle
debate
despite
dimensions
domestic
emerged
error
ethnic
goals
granted
hence
hypothesis
implementation
implications
imposed
integration
internal
investigation
job
label
mechanism
obvious
occupational
option
output
overall
parallel

parameters
phase
predicted
principal
prior
professional
project
promote
regime
resolution
retained
series
statistics
status
stress
subsequent
sum
summary
undertaken

Sublist 5 of Academic Word
List
academic
adjustment
alter
amendment
aware
capacity
challenge
clause
compounds
conflict
consultation
contact
decline
discretion
draft
enable
energy
enforcement
entities
equivalent
evolution
expansion
exposure
external
facilitate
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fundamental
generated
generation
image
liberal
licence
logic
marginal
medical
mental
modified
monitoring
network
notion
objective
orientation
perspective
precise
prime
psychology
pursue
ratio
rejected
revenue
stability
styles
substitution
sustainable
symbolic
target
transition
trend
version
welfare
whereas

Sublist 6 of Academic Word
List
abstract
accurate
acknowledged
aggregate
allocation
assigned
attached
author
bond

brief
capable
cited
cooperative
discrimination
display
diversity
domain
edition
enhanced
estate
exceed
expert
explicit
federal
fees
flexibility
furthermore
gender
ignored
incentive
incidence
incorporated
index
inhibition
initiatives
input
instructions
intelligence
interval
lecture
migration
minimum
ministry
motivation
neutral
nevertheless
overseas
preceding
presumption
rational
recovery
revealed
scope
subsidiary
tapes
trace

transformation
transport
underlying
utility

Sublist 7  of Academic Word
List
adaptation
adults
advocate
aid
channel
chemical
classical
comprehensive
comprise
confirmed
contrary
converted
couple
decades
definite
deny
differentiation
disposal
dynamic
eliminate
empirical
equipment
extract
file
finite
foundation
global
grade
guarantee
hierarchical
identical
ideology
inferred
innovation
insert
intervention
isolated
media
mode
paradigm
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phenomenon
priority
prohibited
publication
quotation
release
reverse
simulation
solely
somewhat
submitted
successive
survive
thesis
topic
transmission
ultimately
unique
visible
voluntary

Sublist 8 of Academic Word
List
abandon
accompanied
accumulation
ambiguous
appendix
appreciation
arbitrary
automatically
bias
chart
clarity
conformity
commodity
complement
contemporary
contradiction
crucial
currency
denote
detected
deviation
displacement
dramatic
eventually

exhibit
exploitation
fluctuations
guidelines
highlighted
implicit
induced
inevitably
infrastructure
inspection
intensity
manipulation
minimised
nuclear
offset
paragraph
plus
practitioners
predominantly
prospect
radical
random
reinforced
restore
revision
schedule
tension
termination
theme
thereby
uniform
vehicle
via
virtually
widespread
visual

Sublist 9 of Academic Word
List
accommodation
analogous
anticipated
assurance
attained
behalf
bulk
ceases

coherence
coincide
commenced
incompatible
concurrent
confined
controversy
conversely
device
devoted
diminished
distorted/distortion - equal
figures
duration
erosion
ethical
format
founded
inherent
insights
integral
intermediate
manual
mature
mediation
medium
military
minimal
mutual
norms
overlap
passive
portion
preliminary
protocol
qualitative
refine
relaxed
restraints
revolution
rigid
route
scenario
sphere
subordinate
supplementary
suspended
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team
temporary
trigger
unified
violation
vision

Sublist 10 of the Academic
Word List.
adjacent
albeit
assembly
collapse
colleagues
compiled
conceived
convinced
depression
encountered
enormous
forthcoming
inclination
integrity
intrinsic
invoked
levy
likewise
nonetheless
notwithstanding
odd
ongoing
panel
persistent
posed
reluctant
so-called
straightforward
undergo
whereby
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TEST DE VOCABULARIO EN
FLASHCARDS (AWL)

HOJAS DE PREGUNTAS
(Aplicación individual)

El presente test está destinada a evaluar algunas
competencias lingüísticas en los estudiantes del idioma
Ingles. Es por ello que a continuación, se presentan los
cuatros tipos de preguntas que lo constituyen.
 ANNEX II: TEST & ANSWER SHEET
Forma A: Ejercicios de vocabulario contenidos en 48
ítems de selección múltiple con aproximadamente 15
minutos de duración. Por ejemplo:

Pregunta (de Español a Ingles):
97. ¿Cómo se dice desarrollo en Inglés?
a) city c) development
b) research d) home
Respuesta (en la hoja de respuestas)
97. c

Pregunta (de Ingles a Español):
98. How do you say health in Spanish?
a) Salud c) ciudad
b) investigar d) lugar
Respuesta (en la hoja de respuestas)
98. a

Forma B: Ejercicios de vocabulario contenidos en 48
ítems de escritura de significado con 15 minutos de
duración aproximadamente. Por ejemplo:

Pregunta (de Español a Ingles):
99. ¿Cómo se dice casa en Inglés?
Rta. (En hoja de respuesta)
Respuesta (en la hoja de respuestas)
99. House

Pregunta (de Ingles a Español):
100. How do you say business in Spanish?
Answer: (on answer sheet)
Respuesta (en la hoja de respuestas)
100. Negocios
Forma A

1. ¿Cómo se dice análisis en Inglés?
a) analysis c) concept
b) authority d) analys

2. ¿Cómo se dice área en Inglés?
a) concept c) context
b) area d) contex

3. ¿Cómo se dice evaluación en Inglés?
a) assessment c) data
b) context d) date

4. ¿Cómo se dice autoridad en Inglés?
a) data c) authority
b) definition d) author

5. ¿Cómo se dice concepto en Inglés?
a) distribution c) concept
b) definition d) distribation

6. ¿Cómo se dice contexto en Inglés?
a) distribution c) context
b) enviroment d) enviromente

7. How do you say data in Spanish?
a) datos c) evidencia
b) ambiente d) evidencial

8. How do you say definition in Spanish?
a) definición c) formula
b) evidencia d) formulación

9. How do you say distribution in Spanish?
a) formula c) distribución
b) ingreso d) incremental

10. How do you say environment in Spanish?
a) ingreso c) ambiente
b) interprete d) interpretación

11. How do you say evidence in Spanish?
a) evidencia c) interpretación
b) legislación d) evidenciarían

12. How do you say formula in Spanish?
a) método c) legislación
b) fórmula d) formulación

ANNEX II: TEST & ANSWER SHEET
Source: Adapted from AWL material (2019)
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13. ¿Cómo se dice disponible en Inglés?
a) economic c) available
b) financial d) economically

14. ¿Cómo se dice coherente en Inglés?
a) individual c) financial
b) consistent d) individually

15. ¿Cómo se dice constitucional en Inglés?
a) individual c) constitutional
b) legal d) constitute

16. ¿Cómo se dice económico en Inglés?
a) legal c) economic
b) major d) legally

17. ¿Cómo se dice financiero/a en Inglés?
a) major c) significant
b) financial d) majority

18. ¿Cómo se dice particular en Inglés?
a) individual c) significant
b) similar d) similarly

19. How do you say legal in Spanish?
a) legal c) similar
b) appropriate d) legally

20. How do you say major in Spanish?
a) importante c) cultural
b) apropiadas d) apropiadamente

21. How do you say significant in Spanish?
a) importante c) positivo
b) cultural d) positivamente

22. How do you say similar in Spanish?
a) positivo c) similar
b) anterior d) posterior

23. How do you say appropriate in Spanish?
a) apropiadas c) anterior
b) principal d) posteriormente

24. How do you say cultural in Spanish?
a) principal c) cultural
b) pertinente d) principalmente

25. ¿Cómo se dice asumir en Inglés?
a) occur c) assume
b) achieve d) achive

26. ¿Cómo se dice crear en Inglés?
a) create c) achieve
b) affect d) crates

27. ¿Cómo se dice indicar en Inglés?
a) affect c) demonstrate
b) indicate d) indicete

28. ¿Cómo se dice ocurrir en Inglés?
a) demonstrate c) ensure
b) occur d) ensire

29. ¿Cómo se dice alcanzar en Inglés?
a) ensure c) achieve
b) promote d) promouty

30. ¿Cómo se dice afectar en Inglés?
a) promote c) untertake
b) affect d) afect

31. How do you say demostrate in Spanish?
a) demostrar c) modificar
b) realizar d) demostración

32. How do you say ensure in Spanish?
a) modificar c) asegurar
b) permitir d) permisión

33. How do you say promote in Spanish?
a) promover c) facilitar
b) permitir d) fácil

34. How do you say undertake in Spanish?
a) facilitar c) realizar
b) perseguir d) persecución

35. How do you say alter in Spanish?
a) perseguir c) superar
b) modificar d) modificación

36. How do you say enable in Spanish?
a) permitir c) incluir
b) superar d) inclusión
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37. ¿Cómo se dice por lo tanto en Inglés?
a) hence c) somewhat
b) furthermore d) furthermur

38. ¿Cómo se dice sin embargo en Inglés?
a) nevertheless c) automatically
b) somewhat d) neverles

39. ¿Cómo se dice en el exterior en Inglés?
a) overseas c) thereby
b) automatically d) therebai

40. ¿Cómo se dice además en Inglés?
a) thereby c) likewise
b) furthermore d) likewese

41. ¿Cómo se dice algo en Inglés?
a) likewise c) somewhat
b) nonetheless d) sonewhat

42. ¿Cómo se dice automáticamente en Inglés?
a) nonetheless c) automatically
b) whereby d) nonetheles

43. How do you say thereby in Spanish?
a) sin embargo c) así
b) a través de los cuales d) camino

44. How do you say likewise in Spanish?
a) asimismo c) por consiguiente
b) brevemente d) establo

45. How do you say nonetheless in Spanish?
a) por consiguiente c) sin embargo
b) definitivamente d) luna

46. How do you say whereby in Spanish?
a) a través de los cuales c) definitivamente
b) economicamente d) marinos

47. How do you say briefly in Spanish?
a) economicamente c) finalmente
b) brevemente d) destino

48. How do you say consequently in Spanish?
a) finalmente c) por consiguiente
b) por cierto d) cables
FORMA B

49. ¿Cómo se dice ingreso en Inglés?
Rta. (En hoja de respuesta)
50. ¿Cómo se dice interpretación en Inglés?
51. ¿Cómo se dice legislación en Inglés?
52. ¿Cómo se dice método en Inglés?
53. ¿Cómo se dice período en Inglés?
54. ¿Cómo se dice política en Inglés?

55. How do you say procedure in Spanish?
Answer: (on answer sheet)
56. How do you say response in Spanish?
57. How do you say role in Spanish?
58. How do you say sector in Spanish?
59. How do you say theory in Spanish?
60. How do you say acquisition in Spanish?

61. ¿Cómo se dice positivo en Inglés?
Rta. (En hoja de respuesta)
62. ¿Cómo se dice anterior en Inglés?
63. ¿Cómo se dice principal en Inglés?
64. ¿Cómo se dice pertinente en Inglés?
65. ¿Cómo se dice tradicional en Inglés?
66. ¿Cómo se dice notable en Inglés?

67. How do you say corresponding in Spanish?
Answer: (on answer sheet)
68. How do you say dominant in Spanish?
69. How do you say initial in Spanish?
70. How do you say physical in Spanish?
71. How do you say adequate in Spanish?
72. How do you say annual in Spanish?
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73. ¿Cómo se dice facilitar en Inglés?
Rta. (En hoja de respuesta)
74. ¿Cómo se dice perseguir en Inglés?
75. ¿Cómo se dice superar en Inglés?
76. ¿Cómo se dice incluir en Inglés?
77. ¿Cómo se dice negar en Inglés?
78. ¿Cómo se dice eliminar en Inglés?

79. How do you say insert in Spanish?
Answer: (on answer sheet)
80. How do you say survive in Spanish?
81. How do you say abandon in Spanish?
82. How do you say denote in Spanish?
83. How do you say intensify in Spanish?
84. How do you say restore in Spanish?

85. ¿Cómo se dice definitivamente en Inglés?
Rta. (En hoja de respuesta)
50. ¿Cómo se dice económicamente en Inglés?
51. ¿Cómo se dice finalmente en Inglés?
52. ¿Cómo se dice por cierto en Inglés?
53. ¿Cómo se dice legalmente en Inglés?
90. ¿Cómo se dice ligeramente en Inglés?

91. How do you say normally in Spanish?
Answer: (on answer sheet)
92. How do you say objectively in Spanish?
93. How do you say physically in Spanish?
94. How do you say securely in Spanish?
95. How do you say technically in Spanish?
96. How do you say ultimately in Spanish?
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CODE

PRE/POST-TEST DE VOCABULARIO EN FLASHCARDS (AWL)
HOJA DE RESPUESTAS

(Aplicación individual)

       Apellidos y Nombre/s: _________________________________________________ Edad: ______
Paterno                        Materno                             Nombre/s

       Nombre del examinador: Lopez Mamani Guido Alvaro Fecha de aplicación:
       Establecimiento educacional: Universidad Mayor de San Andres – Lingüística e idiomas – Ingles II

FORMA A
1. a 13. c 25. c 37. a
2. b 14. b 26. a 38. a
3. a 15. c 27. b 39. a
4. c 16. c 28. b 40. b
5. c 17. b 29. c 41. c
6. c 18. a 30. b 42. c
7. a 19. a 31. a 43. c
8. a 20. a 32. a 44. a
9. c 21. a 33. a 45. c

10. c 22. c 34. c 46. a
11. a 23. a 35. b 47. b
12. b 24. c 36. a 48. c

FORMA B
49. income 61. positive 73. facilitate 85. definitely
50. interpretation 62. previous 74. pursue 86. economically
51. legislation 63. primary 75. exceed 87. finally
52. method 64. relevant 76. comprise 88. incidentally
53. period 65. traditional 77. deny 89. legally
54. policy 66. considerable 78. eliminate 90. marginally
55. procedimiento 67. correspondiente 79. insertar 91. normalmente
56. respuesta 68. predominante 80. sobrevivir 92. objetivamente
57. papel 69. inicial 81. abandonar 93. físicamente
58. sector 70. físico 82. denotar 94. de forma segura
50. teoría 71. adecuado 83. intensificar 95. técnicamente
60. adquisición 72. anuales 84. restaurar 96. en última instancia
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ANNEX III: List of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs for flashcards

List of Nouns (n.)
Type No. Word (En) IPA (Am.) Word (Spa) Example (En/Spa)

I

1 analysis (1) /əˈnæləsəs/ análisis A statistical analysis forms the basis of the report. — Un análisis estadístico
conforma la base del informe.

2 area (1) /ˈɛriə/ área Our search narrowed to a smaller area. — Nuestra búsqueda se redujo a un
área más pequeña.

3 assessment (1) /əˈsɛsmənt/ evaluación The students need an assessment of their work. — Los estudiantes
necesitan una evaluación de su trabajo.

4 authority (1) /əˈθɔrət̮i/ autoridad The issuing authority needs to stamp the documents. — La autoridad
expedidora tiene que sellar los documentos.

5 concept (1) /ˈkɑnsɛpt/ concepto I got the concept when the professor gave a few examples. — Entendí el
concepto cuando el profesor dio algunos ejemplos.

6 context (1) /ˈkɑntɛkst/ contexto It is not recommended to abbreviate words in formal contexts. — No es
aconsejable abreviar palabras en contextos formales.

II

7 data (1) /ˈdeɪt̮ə/, /ˈdæt̮ə/ datos The company hired an analyst to examine the data. — La empresa contrató
a un analista para examinar los datos.

8 definition (1) /ˌdɛfəˈnɪʃn/ definición I looked the word up in the dictionary and read its definition. — Busqué la
palabra en el diccionario y leí su definición.

9 distribution (1) /ˌdɪstrəˈbyuʃn/ distribución The distribution of goods must be fair. — La distribución de bienes debe
ser justa.

10 environment (1) /ɪnˈvaɪərnmənt/ ambiente A good work environment boosts productivity. — Un buen ambiente de
trabajo aumenta la productividad.

11 evidence (1) /ˈɛvədəns/ evidencia There was not enough evidence to charge the suspect. — No había
suficiente evidencia para acusar al sospechoso.

12 formula (1) /ˈfɔrmyələ/ fórmula There's no magic formula for success. — No hay una fórmula mágica para
el éxito.

III
49 income (1) /ˈɪnkʌm/ ingreso Thanks to my promotion, my monthly income has increased. — Gracias a

mi ascenso, mis ingresos mensuales han aumentado.

50 interpretation (1) /ɪnˌtərprəˈteɪʃn/ interpretación The interpreter carried out a simultaneous interpretation. — El intérprete
llevó a cabo una interpretación simultánea.

ANNEX III: Content words to test receptive recognition, productive
recognition, receptive recall and productive recall

Source: Adapted from AWL material (2019)
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51 legislation (1) /ˌlɛdʒəsˈleɪʃn/ legislación The current legislation gives insufficient protection for whales. — La
legislación vigente no brinda suficiente protección a las ballenas.

52 method (1) /ˈmɛθəd/ método The rationale behind our method is quite sound. — El razonamiento de
nuestro método es bastante sólido.

53 period (1) /ˈpɪriəd/ período The exam period will extend another week. — El período de exámenes se
prolongará otra semana.

54 policy (1) /ˈpɑləsi/ política The company has changed its privacy policy. — La empresa ha cambiado
su política de privacidad.

IV

55 procedure (1) /prəˈsidʒər/ procedimiento My brother knows the procedure for obtaining a visa. — Mi hermano conoce
el procedimiento para obtener un visado.

56 response (1) /rɪˈspɑns/ respuesta I got a response to my question. — Obtuve una respuesta a mi pregunta.

57 role (1) /roʊl/ papel The actor has played many roles. — El actor ha interpretado muchos
papeles.

58 sector (1) /ˈsɛktər/ sector The company is proud of its leadership in the food sector. — La empresa
está orgullosa de su liderazgo en el sector alimentario.

59 theory (1) /ˈθiəri/ teoría The findings of this study confirm the theory. — Las conclusiones de este
estudio confirman la teoría.

60 acquisition (2) /ˌækwəˈzɪʃn/ adquisición This modern painting is the museum's latest acquisition. — Este cuadro
moderno es la última adquisición del museo.

List of adjectives (adj.)
Type No. Word (En) IPA (Am.) Word (Spa) Example (En/Spa)

I

13 available (1) /əˈveɪləbl/ libre, disponible The room is not available today. —  El cuarto no está libre hoy.

14 consistent (1) /kənˈsɪstənt/ coherente The law must be applied in a consistent manner. — La ley debe ser
aplicada de manera coherente.

15 constitutional (1) /ˌkɑnstəˈtuʃənl/ constitucional constitutional law — ley constitucional

16 economic (1) /ˌɛkəˈnɑmɪk/ económico The report is best understood within an economic framework.— El informe
se entiende de mejor manera en un contexto económico.

17 financial (1) /fəˈnænʃl/ financiero/a The company has a sound financial structure. — La empresa tiene una
estructura financiera firme.

18 individual (1) /ˌɪndəˈvɪdʒuəl/ particular There is an individual solution to each of the problems. — Existe una
solución particular para cada uno de los problemas.

II 19 legal (1) /ˈliɡl/ legal I earn much more than the legal minimum wage. — Cobro mucho más que
el salario mínimo legal.
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20 major (1) /ˈmeɪdʒər/ importante Luckily, the earthquake did not cause major damage. — Por suerte, el
terremoto no causó daños importantes.

21 significant (1) /sɪɡˈnɪfəkənt/ importante The end of the war was a significant event for the country. — El fin de la
guerra fue un evento importante para el país.

22 similar (1) /ˈsɪmələr/ similar El diseño es muy similar, pero las funciones son diferentes. — The design
is very similar, but the features are different.

23 appropriate (2) /əˈproʊpriət/ apropiadas My mother used the appropriate words to convince me. — Mi madre usó las
palabras apropiadas para convencerme.

24 cultural (2) /ˈkʌltʃərəl/ cultural England and the USA have many cultural ties. — Inglaterra y Estados
Unidos tienen muchos lazos culturales.

III

61 positive (2) /ˈpɑzət̮ɪv/ positivo The results of the enquiry were positive. — Los resultados de la
investigación fueron positivos.

62 previous (2) /ˈpriviəs/ anterior The previous owner sold the house last year. — El propietario anterior
vendió la casa el año pasado.

63 primary (2) /ˈpraɪˌmɛri/ principal The primary objective of the association is helping the poor. — El objetivo
principal de la asociación es ayudar a los pobres.

64 relevant (2) /ˈrɛləvənt pertinente This brochure is filled with relevant information. — Este folleto está lleno de
información pertinente.

65 traditional (2) /trəˈdɪʃənl/ tradicional traditional dress — vestimenta tradicional

66 considerable (3) /kənˈsɪdərəbl/ notable The student has shown considerable improvement this year. — El alumno
ha mostrado una mejora notable este año.

IV

67 corresponding (3) /ˌkɔrəˈspɑndɪŋ/ correspondiente corresponding invoice — factura correspondiente

68 dominant (3) /ˈdɑmənənt/ predominante dominant language — lengua dominante

69 initial (3) /ɪˈnɪʃl/ inicial The initial version of the book was not published. — La versión inicial del
libro no fue publicada.

70 physical (3) /ˈfɪzɪkl/ físico Physical activity is as important as healthy food. — La actividad física es tan
importante como una alimentación saludable.

71 adequate (4) /ˈædəkwət/ adecuado I finally received an adequate answer to my question. — Finalmente recibí
una respuesta adecuada a mi pregunta.

72 annual (4) /ˈænyuəl/ anuales The company's annual profit surpassed the expenses. — Los beneficios
anuales de la empresa sobrepasaron los gastos.

List of verbs (v.)
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Type No. Word (En) IPA (Am.) Word (Spa) Example (En/Spa)

I

25 assume (1) /əˈsum/ asumir The hotel does not assume liability for lost items — El hotel no asume
responsabilidad por los objetos perdidos.

26 create (1) /kriˈeɪt/ crear I created a new account to use the website — Creé una nueva cuenta para
usar el sitio web.

27 indicate (1) /ˈɪndəˌkeɪt/ indicar I stuck a label on the box to indicate its content — Pegué una etiqueta en la
caja para indicar el contenido.

28 occur (1) /əˈkər/ ocurrir The director has a backup plan in case a problem occurs — El director tiene
un plan alternativo en caso de que ocurra un problema.

29 achieve (2) /əˈtʃiv/ alcanzar I have achieved my goals — He alcanzado mis metas.

30 affect (2) /əˈfɛkt/ afectar The new regulation will affect large corporations — La nueva regulación
afectará a las grandes corporaciones

II

31 demonstrate (3) /ˈdɛmənˌstreɪt/ demostrar The salesman demonstrated the correct use of the product — El vendedor
demostró el uso correcto del producto

32 ensure (3) /ɪnˈʃʊr/ asegurar A balanced diet ensures healthy growth — Una dieta equilibrada asegura
el desarrollo saludable.

33 promote (4) /prəˈmoʊt/ promover The campaign promotes human rights and social equality — La campaña
promueve los derechos humanos y la igualdad social.

34 undertake (4) /ˌʌndərˈteɪk/ realizar We undertook the task of redecorating the office. — Realizamos la tarea de
redecorar la oficina.

35 alter (5) /ˈɔltər/ modificar Erosion altered the shape of the mountain. — La erosión modificó la forma
de la montaña.

36 enable (5) /ɪˈneɪbl/ permitir The new software enables me to work from home. — El nuevo software me
permite trabajar desde casa.

III

73 facilitate (5) /fəˈsɪləˌteɪt/ facilitar The cranes facilitated the removal of the vintage cars. — Las grúas
facilitaron el traslado de los autos antiguos.

74 pursue (5) /pərˈsu/ perseguir The two companies pursue a common goal. — Las dos compañías
persiguen un objetivo común.

75 exceed (6) /ɪkˈsid/ superar The excellent results exceeded my expectations. — Los excelentes
resultados superaron mis expectativas.

76 comprise (7) /kəmˈpraɪz/ incluir The contract comprises several documents. — El contrato incluye varios
documentos.

77 deny (7) /dɪˈnaɪ/ negar My daughter denied having broken the vase. — Mi hija negó haber roto el
jarrón.
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78 eliminate (7) /ɪˈlɪməˌneɪt/ eliminar There are special shampoos to eliminate fleas on dogs. — Hay champús
especiales para eliminar las pulgas en los perros.

IV

79 insert (7) /ɪnˈsərt/ insertar I inserted a picture into the document. — Inserté una imagen en el
documento.

80 survive (7) /sərˈvaɪv/ sobrevivir Some desert animals retain water to survive. — Algunos animales
desérticos retienen agua para sobrevivir.

81 abandon (8) /əˈbændən/ abandonar Despite the difficulties, the team did not abandon its mission. — A pesar de
las dificultades, el equipo no abandonó su misión.

82 denote (8) /dɪˈnoʊt/ denotar The blue lines on the map denote rivers. — Las líneas azules en el mapa
denotan ríos.

83 intensify (8) /ɪnˈtɛnsəˌfaɪ/ intensificar

84 restore (8) /rɪˈstɔr/ restaurar The sculptor restored the cracked statue. — El escultor restauró la estatua
resquebrajada.

List of adverbs (adv.)
Type No. Word (En) IPA (Am.) Word (Spa) Example (En/Spa)

I

37 hence (4) /hɛns/ por lo tanto These screws are more robust and hence last longer. — Estos tornillos son
más fuertes y, por lo tanto, duran más.

38 nevertheless (6) /ˌnɛvərðəˈlɛs/ sin embargo The team did not play well; nevertheless, it won the match. — El equipo no
jugó bien; sin embargo, ganó el partido.

39 overseas (6) /ˌoʊvərˈsiz/ en el exterior The company imports goods from overseas countries. — La empresa
importa mercancías de países extranjeros.

40 furthermore (6) /ˈfərðərˌmɔr/ además The new robot can read and, furthermore, it can speak. — El nuevo robot
puede leer y, además, puede hablar.

41 somewhat (7) /ˈsʌmwʌt/ algo Our boss is somewhat formal and stiff. — Nuestro jefe es algo formal y
rígido.

42 automatically (8) /ˌɔt̮əˈmæt̮ɪkli/ automáticamente
When the screen is off, the system automatically conserves power. —
Cuando la pantalla está apagada, el sistema ahorra energía
automáticamente.

II 43 thereby (8) /ˌðɛrˈbaɪ/ así
Diets that are high in saturated fat clog up our arteries, thereby reducing the
blood flow to our hearts and brains. — Las dietas altas en grasa saturada
obstruyen nuestras arterias, reduciendo así el flujo sanguíneo a nuestros
corazones y cerebros.

44 likewise (10) /ˈlaɪkwaɪz/ asimismo Likewise, going by train is cheaper than going by plane. — Asimismo, ir en
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tren es más barato que ir en avión.

45 nonetheless (10) /ˌnʌnðəˈlɛs/ sin embargo I am feeling ill, but I shall come with you nevertheless — Me siento mal,
pero sin embargo iré contigo.

46 whereby (10) /wɛrˈbaɪ/ a través de los
cuales

The company has channels whereby clients provide opinions. — La
compañía tiene canales a través de los cuales los clientes dan sus
opiniones.

47 briefly /ˈbrifli/ brevemente He told me briefly what he knew. — Me dijo brevemente lo que sabía.

48 consequently /ˈkɑnsəˌkwɛntli/ por consiguiente I have worked a lot and consequently I should rest. — He trabajado mucho
y por consiguiente debería descansar.

III

85 definitely /ˈdɛfənətli/ definitivamente I am definitely going to vote in the next election. — Definitivamente voy a
votar en las próximas elecciones.

86 economically /ˌɛkəˈnɑmɪkli/ económicamente The country would benefit economically. — El país se beneficiaría
económicamente.

87 Finally /ˈfaɪnl̩i/ finalmente After four years of study, I finally graduated. — Tras cuatro años de
estudios, finalmente me gradué.

88 incidentally /ˌɪnsəˈdɛntli/ por cierto Incidentally, talking of Stephen, have you met his girlfriend? — Por cierto,
hablando de Stephen, ¿conoces a su novia?

89 Legally /ˈliɡəli/ legalmente She is legally entitled to work in the United States. — Ella tiene derecho
legal a trabajar en los Estados Unidos.

90 marginally /ˈmɑrdʒənəli/ ligeramente marginally more expensive — ligeramente más caro

IV

91 normally /ˈnɔrməli/ normalmente Managers normally supervise teams of employees. — Los gerentes
normalmente supervisan equipos de empleados.

92 objectively /ˌɑbdʒɛkˈtɪvət̮i/ objetivamente Judges must weigh the evidence logically and objectively. — Los jueces
deben analizar las pruebas de forma lógica y objetiva.

93 physically /ˈfɪzɪkli/ físicamente Physically I find him very attractive. — Físicamente me parece muy
atractivo.

94 securely /sɪˈkjʊəli/ de forma segura The door was securely fastened. — La puerta estaba bien cerrada.

95 technically /ˈtɛknɪkli/ técnicamente
Technically, the country's economic problems are over, but recovery will be
slow. — Técnicamente, los problemas económicos del país han terminado,
pero la recuperación será lenta.

96 ultimately /ˈʌltəmətli/ en última instancia Ultimately, I had to make a decision. — En última instancia, tuve que tomar
una decisión.

Note: The superscript next to the words shows the sublist coming from the keyword. i. e. analysis (1) denotes that it was extracted from the first sublist of the
AWL. Words that you don't have a superscript, like some adverbs, come from their families of words.
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QUICK INSTALLATION GUIDE
AND USE OF ANKIDROID

To install AnkiDroid on your mobile device follow these two
steps:
ANNEX IV: Anki's Guide

1. Once you receive the APK file (AnkiDroid_v2.8.4) on
your mobile device, you must install the application in
the traditional way you know.

After installing the application and opening it, you may be notified
to give access permissions to the device. Which must be
accepted.

2. Next, open the APKG file (Noun.apkg). It will ask you
for a reference application (select AnkiDroid).

Ready, the installation is complete!

About the activities:
- - In the RECITE activity, you must predict the

meaning of the word presented to you from English to
Spanish.

- - In the SPELLING activity, you must write the word
you are presented from Spanish to English.

- - In the DICTATION activity, predict everything, both
the word (in English) and the meaning in Spanish.

All three activities require your self-evaluation of the experience
you had. That is, you should evaluate yourself with OTRA VEZ,
BIEN and FACIL.

ANNEX IV: Anki's Guide
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ANNEX V: Paper Flashcards (Authentic format with 96 cards)

Flashcards for learning and testing
receptive recognition, productive
recognition, receptive recall and
productive recall with content words.

1° Group : Nouns Flashcards (24 words, pp.109 - 112)
2° Group : Adjective Flashcards (24 words, pp.113 - 116)
3° Group : Verb Flashcards (24 words, pp.117 - 120)
4° Group : Adverb Flashcards (24 words, pp.121 - 124)

ANNEX V: Paper Flashcards (Authentic format with 96 cards)


































